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Introduction
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The summer of 2018 I conducted research out of one of the city of Chicago’s largest and
most prestigious educational institutions, the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC). This
university is located on the borders of the city’s West, South, and North sides. Due to its
location, UIC encompasses not only a diverse student and staff population, but also a diverse
community engagement background. The African American Cultural Center (AACC) at UIC
served as my main research interview location site. The AACC at UIC is well known for its
seasonal museum and art exhibitions as well as youth outreach programming. This department’s
programing and community involvement efforts serve as one of the few locations in Chicago
which attempts to incorporate Afrocentric Cultural Curriculum in a educational setting for all
ages of Chicagoans.
The African American cultural center at UIC is now ran by Dr. Cynthia Blair. Since Dr.
Blair is now the interim director of this center, Dr. Blair also served as my site supervisor during
the research. This past summer, I conducted research which aimed to show how the institutions
of education and the criminal justice system within the Chicagoland community are affecting the
lives of African American males ages 18-32.
Theoretical Framework
Within my research, I aim to highlight the education and criminal justice institution in
Chicago and its effects on Black males through the theoretical framework of historical
materialism. By mapping out the history of the city of Chicago and the impact African
Americans have had on the city of Chicago’s development from the early 1900s to current
society as well as the effect of Chicago institutions on the quality of life of African Americans, I
aim to show that the capitalist run institutional racism and oppression both Black men and
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women face is not just a city of Chicago issue; oppressive and race based marginalization seen
through historical materialism is also found in other larger major cities nationwide. Due to
current and historical data surrounding the educational and criminal justice institution and the
lack of Afrocentric educational based curriculum, the quality of life of African American males
within the city of Chicago is highly affected in a negative way. More specifically, my data
analysis will draw from my main areas of participant recruitment locations, the South/ East and
West Side of Chicago. These areas are currently some of the most densely populated areas of
Chicago and maintain some of the highest levels of crime, poverty, and educational
marginalization within the city itself, as well as on a national scale.
Methodology
My data collection process the summer of 2018 included one on one interviews with
twenty African American male participants ages 18-32. Participant was gathered utilizing the
snowball sampling method. These twenty interviews encompassed ten African American men
who came from the city of Chicago who have had exposure to the criminal justice system, as
well as ten men who have had exposure to Afrocentricity through education. The data collected
was then coded and analyzed for key themes in each interview. I aimed to highlight how these
African American males’ professed experiences support or refute my investigation of the effect
that Afrocentric based education has on the quality of life of African American males as well as
the effect of the criminal justice system on the lives of African American males from the city of
Chicago.
Areas of discussion during the interview process included community, family,
upbringing, criminal and education background, and ideas of African American masculinity and
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African American identity. Each interview was audio recorded for transcription purposes only.
Each participant was given a pseudonym to maintain discretion and confidentiality of their
individual identities. Lastly, each interview data set includes my own field notes written during
the interview process.
Research Questions
Below are the research interview questions. Again, these questions were asked during a
one on one interviews with twenty African American males from the city of Chicago. My
questions for both groups of participants, the first group being African American men who
experienced Afrocentricity through education and second group of participants being African
American men who have a history with the criminal justice system. These groups of African
American men received the same interview questions, due to my research project itself being a
comparative analysis of the two groups. However, based on the particular individual being
interviewed, as well as their placement of which group they qualify for within my research
project, certain questions were omitted due to relevancy. The order of these questions were based
on the flow of my interview itself and interactions with my research participants.
Background
1. How old are you currently?
2. What factors do you feel have impacted your current life?
3. What factors had a positive impact on your life?
4. What factors had a negative impact on your life?
5. Could you possibly tell me about your upbring? How has this influenced or
impacted your life ?
6. Do you feel that you have experienced a turning point in your life based on dramatic
events or occurrences in your life?
Community
7. Where are you from/ what is your hometown?
8. Tell me about how you were raised and how has it impacted your life?
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9. Have you ever been impacted by violence personally or in your community?
(possibly a triggering question)
Afrocentricity
If participants did not have a general understanding of Afrocentricity following my asking
question 10, examples of Afrocentricity were provided to them. The provided definitions of
Afrocentricity were not detailed to hopefully decrease my own personal opinions or
knowledge on the research participant interview responses as well as to limit my personal
affect on my collected data.
10. Have you ever been exposed to Afrocentricity in your overall or educational
background? If so what did you take from this exposure?
11. Do you feel that you saw Afrocentricity in your life before your documented
exposure? How do you feel it impacted your life and your decision to pursue it?
12. How do you feel that your previous exposure to Afrocentricity, if any, has impacted
your life?
Education
13. Did you attend college? If so what University/ College did you attend?
14. When and where did you first learn about Afrocentric culture or history?
15. What prompted you to explore Afrocentricity through or within an educational
institution?
16. Do you feel that your educational institution has the obligation to change your
ideology of your own identity as a African American male?
Masculinity
17. How would you define Black masculinity?
18. What aspects of your life impact your masculinity ?
Identity
19. What is African American male identity to you?
20. What factors do you think contribute to shaping or affecting an African American
male’s identity?
21. What aspects of your life impacted your own African American male identity?
22. Where do you see yourself in the next 3-5 years?

5

Chapter 1: Chicagoland: History and Current Overview

6

Founding & Early Chicago
As research has proven, the original inhabitants of Illinois were Native Americans.
Specifically, the original Chicago was comprised primarily of Algonquian peoples. The name
Chicago derives from a French and Native American word, shikaakwa, w
 hich translates to
1

“Striped Skunk” . Alongside its naming, Chicago’s original founder was a mixed Native
American and Haitian Black man named Jean Baptiste Point Du Sable. Du Sable is said to have
entered Chicago in the 1770’s and, alongside other founding residents, began to make the land a
more viable place for financial growth through trade and manufacturing. Currently Jean Baptiste
Point Du Sable is honored by a few museums located in Chicago and one Afrocentric cultural
center located on the city’s South side. Originally Chicago was “established as a water transit
hub,” later the city would evolve into an “industrial metropolis, processing and transporting the
2

raw materials of its vast hinterland.” Eventually during the 1800s-1900’s, Chicago became
known for its employment opportunities and its rising economic growth, a reputation that
contributed to Chicago’s still-growing migrant community.
By the late 1800’s Chicago was one of the largest cities within the midwest. Just
recovering from the 1871 Great Chicago Fire, the city spent much of the 1900’s building and
opening many of its legendary landmarks such as Wrigley Field and Stadium, which had its
grand opening in 1914. However, racism and race-based riots were still present in the city. In
1919, an African American boy was attacked and drowned at one of Chicago’s Lake Michigan

History Staff. (2010). Chicago. A & E Networks. History Network. Web
https://www.history.com/topics/chicago
2
History Staff. (2010). Chicago. A & E Networks. History Network. Web
https://www.history.com/topics/chicago
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beaches . The lack of concern for the life of an African American boy demonstrated by the
Chicago Police Department, and testimony from an eyewitnesses of the event, led to many
African American Chicagoans to protest and riot. The riot lasted over a week and contributed to
an even greater city wide racial divide within the Chicagoland community. Much of the rioting
occurred on the city's South Side, which today consists of many African American low income
residents. At the end of the riot, dozens of both white and Black people were injured, and
thousands of African Americans faced property damage, leaving many African American
Chicagoans homeless. Today, it is believed that this riot was the origin of the segregation of race,
class, and culture that Chicago still experiences today. Despite the riots and growing racial
divide, Chicago still served as a prime location for African American Southerners during the
Great Migration.
Great Migration in Chicago
African Americans journeyed during the first Great Migration to the North many to
Chicago. The migration started off very slowly; however racial tensions, the challenges of
sharecropping, the rise of Jim Crow and the lack of employment opportunities for African
Americans in the South led many Blacks to make a long trip by train, car, and bus to the
4

industrial city of Chicago . The great migration caused an internal movement of over seven
million African Americans from the South: Georgia, Mississippi, etc all over the United States.
This migration resulted in homelessness, unemployment, as well as poverty for millions of new
African American residents of Chicago.

History Staff. (2009). The Chicago Race Riot of 1919. A & E Networks. History Network. Web
https://www.history.com/topics/Black-history/chicago-race-riot-of-1919
4
History Staff. (2010) Great Migration. A & E Networks. History Network. Web
https://www.history.com/topics/Black-history/great-migration
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Historical analysis shows that the great migration lasted for over fifty years. More
importantly, the creation and development of the great migration of African Americans to the
North can be linked to monumental evolutions of late nineteenth and early twentieth century
America. Some of the first precursors of African American migration from the rural south
5

occurred following the enforcement of the 13th Amendment the emancipation proclamation .
Although this Constitutional law was passed in 1865, as history has shown, its enforcement did
not occur until three to four years later. Furthermore, the late nineteenth century creation of the
Klu Klux Klan (KKK) and it's heavy influence in rural states as well as the emergence of Jim
Crow created even harsher environments for African Americans, conditions which mostly still
exist in different forms till this day. The KKK is an ever growing American white supremacist
organization still present in American society and feeds into the racist capitalist run institutions
some of which are shown throughout this research.
6

The first Great Migration North officially recognized as beginning in 1915 . The new
presence in large quantities of newly freed African Americans created turmoil in the then
developing Chicagoland area. As the last waves of first great migration migrants journeyed
North, the United States entered into World War I, providing employment for African American
migrants through factory jobs. The first phase of the Great Migration began as a success story for
African American migrants. At the closing of the first Great Migration over 1.6 million African
7

Americans had made the journey North .
The year 1917 marked the end of World War I, and with the return of white soldiers to
Northern states from combat, racial tension erupted in Chicago. Many African American

Weems, Robert E. Chambers, Jason P. Building the Black Metropolis. 2017. University of Illinois Press.
Weems, Robert E. Chambers, Jason P. Building the Black Metropolis. 2017. University of Illinois Press.
7
Weems, Robert E. Chambers, Jason P. Building the Black Metropolis. 2017. University of Illinois Press.
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Chicago resident began to experience Jim Crow and racial turmoil in ways they had never
known. As described earlier, the 1919 Chicago riots marked one of many riots to occur in the
still developing Chicagoland area.
Eventually, these riots and some of the racial tension in the Northern parts of United
States came to a standstill as World War II began. At this same time, the second wave of the
Great Migration also began. With the eruption of World War II, similar to World War I,
Chicago had a surplus of industrial jobs all tied to the war. As the war continued, a new wave of
8

African American Southern migrants entered the soldiers draft . As more African American
males were now being drafted, an even greater surplus of factory jobs for the remaining African
American migrants located in Chicago was created. This employment generated an even larger
wave of African American families moving from the South to the North. More specifically,
African Americans in Chicago began to move more directly to the city’s South/East side, to be
near the factory jobs.
Founding of Chicago Corrections System
Most Chicago Correctional Facilities are clustered near the South/East and West side of
Chicago. The locations of these Correctional Facilities serve as evidence directly correlating with
the domination population of people of color in these areas of Chicago. The locations of these
Correctional Facilities also serve as evidence highlighting the oppressive marginalization and
racism from the U.S. criminal justice system as an institutions directly negatively affecting the
quality of live of the Black and Brown people located in these areas of Chicago.

History Staff. (2010) Great Migration. A & E Networks. History Network. Web
https://www.history.com/topics/Black-history/great-migration
8
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Furthermore, with the rise of crime during the late nineteenth century, and the Great
Chicago fire which wiped out most of the city, Chicago correctional facilities began to make
improvements. During this time, the Chicago Correctional Facility became known as the Cook
9

County Correctional Office . Currently, Cook County is one of the biggest regions within the
South/East side of Chicago.
In the late nineteenth century Cook County created its first correctional facility, which
now serves as one of its main locations. On the city’s South/West side. Originally most of the
inmates were poor individuals who were incarcerated due to vagrancy. By the early twentieth
century, a number of correctional facilities had been built, housing over three thousand inmates,
three times the original capacity. The increase in incarceration aligns with Chicago’s increase of
African American migrants during the first wave of the Great Migration. Additionally, during the
early to mid 1900’s, Chicago’s correctional facilities began to house female, male and juvenile
inmates for even longer periods due to backlogs in the Chicago Court criminal justice system. As
a result, inmates began to be transported at higher capacities to the rural parts of Illinois, where
prisoners would serve out a predetermined sentence.
Founding of Chicago Police Department
The historical increase of arrest within the Chicagoland area during the early to mid
1900s has been briefly highlighted. The inequality seen in the prison systems in Chicago and the
state of Illinois were also apparent in the Chicago Police department (CPD).
The Chicago Police Department was originally established in the early 1800’s as a small
task force that served the small population of Chicago, mainly as a source of communal
Chicago Cook County Sheriff. (2018). Cook County Jail & History. W
 eb
https://www.cookcountysheriff.org/cook-county-department-of-corrections/cook-county-jails-history/
9
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protectors . In Chicago’s streets today, CPD attempts to portray those same morals set forth
during its founding in 1835. As time progressed, CPD evolved into a major corporation within
the Chicagoland area. The CPD influenced the creation of numerous sectors of the city, including
the Chicago Park District which currently serves as a main pillar in numerous Chicago
communities as an outlet for community engagement and an educational pathway for youth.
Although, CPD did evolve tremendously over the nineteenth and twentieth century, issues of
racial discrimination are still prevalent. The currently used tactics by the CPD are rooted in
practices introduced decades earlier which were protested by the civil rights movement and their
twentieth century presence in the Chicagoland area; as well as community riots as mentioned
earlier during the Chicago’s Lake Michigan beaches 1919 riots.
Founding of Chicago Education System
The Chicago Public School system (CPS), founded in the early 1800’s, currently is
11

nationally known as a failing school system . Currently, the CPS system is ranked as the nation's
third largest school district, yet CPS faces several issues, including underfunding, illiteracy, and
high dropout rates. However, the CPS did not always hold such low national rankings. Since its
founding in 1837, the CPS system was known as one of the fastest growing educational
institutions. During the early twentieth century, CPS had close to half a million students actively
12

enrolled . Not only was the enrollment of large numbers of students a marker for CPS
nationwide, CPS active political involvement was as well in 1950, newly-elected Mayor Richard

Chicago Police Department. (2018). CPD History. Web
https://home.chicagopolice.org/inside-the-cpd/history/
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Chicago Public Schools. (2018 August, 8). CPS Stats & Facts. Web
https://cps.edu/About_CPS/At-a-glance/Pages/Stats_and_facts.aspx
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Chicago Public Schools. (2018 August, 8). CPS Stats & Facts. Web
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Daley Sr. began making technological advancements to CPS classrooms. These advancements
displayed the strength of CPS and Chicago as a leading industrial city in the framework of the
U.S ever growing economy. More specifically, this display of strength from Chicago was
important during the recovery stages of the recently ended Great Depression.
Although African Americans have been a part of the Chicagoland community since its
founding, it would take until 1960 for the CPS African American student population to reach
25%. This population growth occurred during the wave of the Great Migration of African
Americans to Chicago. Though public school enrollment was a sign of progress for the African
American community, African American CPS students still faced significant racism via school
segregation. For example, African American students in the CPS system typically lived in the
city’s poorest communities on the South and West side of Chicago. This racial and economic
segregation caused severe overcrowding in mainly South and West side schools. Separate but
equal Jim Crow laws were in full effect within the CPS system until 1966 when the acting school
superintendent began to integrate all Chicago public schools. By 1970, the white population of
CPS students decreased by 60% which many believe was due to city-wide integration.
Chicago: 1950’s-1990s
As the late twentieth century rolled around, the rise in African American political and
civil rights figures increased. In 1983, Harold Washington was elected Chicago’s first Black
mayor. Mayor Washington’s impact was felt in Chicago long before his election to the mayoral
office. During the late 1960’s up until 1976, Washington started his political career in the Illinois
House of Representatives, where he represented the 26th District. From 1977 to 1980 he served
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in the Illinois Senate, and then later became a member of the U.S. House of Representatives,
13

representing Illinois' 1st District from 1981 to 1983 .
Throughout his early career Washington sought to support legislation which would show
immediate as well as longtime advancements of equality. Growing up, Washington’s was
influenced by his parents, his father a lawyer and policeman and mother a popular singer.
Washington also fought to make the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. a national holiday
and increased the number of underrepresented groups in the city’s government and in the process
of awarding city-funded contracts. Washington was among a few Chicago government
representatives who were able to achieve economic balance and increase development between
Chicago communities and Chicago’s downtown area. Washington was known to encourage
citywide cultural activities and helped revitalize the South Loop, an area at the time largely
occupied then with poor minority Chicago residents.Throughout his political career, Washington
was known for fighting for the people and also battling Democrats for the advancement of
equality and rights. Tragically, former Mayor Washington’s time in office was short lived. His
untimely death in 1987 deeply impacted the political and economic standpoint for African
American Chicagoans for an extended period of time. The next monumental African American
political presence would be our 44th United States President Barack Obama. Obama whose
political career started out of the South Side of Chicago, served as a governor of Illinois for years
leading up to his candidacy for president. Former president Obama still has a residence and
various honorary landscapes in Chicago till this day. Just as Mayor Washington predicted,
Chicago during the mid to late twentieth century Chicago increased involvements with the civil

Chicago Public Library. Mayor Harold Washington Biography. W
 eb.
https://www.chipublib.org/mayor-harold-washington-biography/
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rights movement. Ultimately, Chicago reflected what racism segregation, jim crow, and
inequality looked like in America, but served as a breeding ground for activism.
With this new African American political presence, African American culture flourished
and Chicago, began to notice its once white-dominated city now overflowed with an African
American cultural transformation. As highlighted earlier, Chicago institutions were bound by
then nationwide segregation laws against people of color, particularly African Americans.
During the mid twentieth century, various civil rights campaigns were rooted in Chicago. For
example, the Black Power movement had a major headquarters in Chicago and helped to initiate
educational and anti poverty campaigns throughout the city. While many Chicago residents
continued to stage riots in protest of the segregated society imposed on them, civil rights leaders
such as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. sought involvement from large quantities of Chicago
residents. Dr. King went on to lead rallies in Chicago comprised of over 40,000 people. Due to
Chicago’s diverse minority community, it also served as a location of ethnic alliances such as the
Rainbow Coalition started by the late Chicago-based Black Panther party. This organization
served as a model for other civil rights-based organizations such as the Jesse Jackson Operation
Breadbasket which eventually became known as Operation PUSH (People United to Serve
14

Humanity), still currently located in South Chicago’s Hyde Park area .
Operation PUSH merged with the national Rainbow coalition and launches “The Wall
Street Project,” a campaign that encouraged fortune 500 companies and other local businesses to
hire minorities and invest in the inner city. Moreover, the Civil Rights movement during the
early 1990’s curated much constitutional change such as the Act of 1991, which was an

Sadusky, Heather. (2014, July 2). History of Civil Rights in Chicago. W
 eb.
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2014/07/02/history-of-civil-rights-in-chicago/
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amendment enforcing the 1964 act which banned discrimination in the workplace. Victories
such as this, led to more progressive civil rights change. In 1992 Carol Moseley Braun, another
politician born and raised in Chicago became the first African-American woman elected to the
U.S. Senate. Sadly, this victory marked one of the last late twentieth century advancements for
civil rights.

Current Chicago
Chicago today is still ranked one of the largest cities in the country with over two million
15

residents within its divided and relatively segregated borders . The Chicago population today,
based on race, lacks of diversity, especially when compared to other major metropolitan cities.
Chicago’s current demographic for people who identify racially as white race accounts for
48.7%, whereas African Americans in Chicago make up 30.8% and people of Hispanic origin
populate 29.1% of the city’s current population . Other racial backgrounds, such as Native
Hawaiian, Asian, etc. account for less than 5% of the city's total population. Whereas in New
York City still counts as an extremely high white population and its percentage of Asian and
Indian residents is immensely higher than Chicago’s, the city’s totaling approximately 15% of
total population.
The lack of diversity in Chicago also stands out due to the city’s marginalization based
on areas of inhabitants. The demographics of the Chicagoland area are presented in these 2017
graphs labelled graphs 1, graph 2 and graph 3. The graphs are organized by race, location within
Chicago and age:
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U.S. Census Bureau. (2017 July, 1). Chicago Area and Facts. Web
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/chicagocityillinois/PST045217
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North Side (Graph 1)

South/ East Side (Graph 2)

17

West Side (Graph 3)

https://statisticalatlas.com/neighborhood/Illinois/Chicago/East-Side/Race-and-Ethnicity
These graphs provide only a glimpse as to where certain ethnic groups live within
Chicago’s borders. My research participants primarily drew from the city’s South/East and West
sides, data shown in graph 2 and graph 3. Of the African Americans found within these three
cardinal directions of Chicago, compared to the residents of the North side of Chicago, there is a
large number of African American males who fall into the criteria for qualification for my
research, having exposure to the criminal justice system or an Afrocentric-based educational
exposure.
Chicago Community Breakdown
South, East and West Side:
My research is focusing on the effects of the education and criminal justice institutions,
on the lives of African American males ages 18-32 from the city of Chicago. The main target

18

locations of my research participants come from the South, West and East sides of Chicago.
16

Overall, Chicago is 227 miles long . Of those 227 miles, there is a 70+ total regional
breakdown, the South/East side currently remains one of the largest areas, occupying over 33
regions of the city’s mapped location. The city’s West side occupies just over 24 regions. Due to
the close proximity the South and East side, they are often demographically mapped and
mentioned together.
On the city’s East, South and West side, the margins of income over the last three to five
years has shown a gap between the various racial groups. The economic margins of whites,
Blacks and Hispanics can be linked to historical components such as the Great Migration as well
as the Great Depression, which was a nationwide crisis of unemployment, homelessness, and
17

many other detrimental factors . As mentioned earlier, many of the African American southern
migrants who came to Chicago during the Great Migration, found themselves working factory
jobs. Many of these jobs were in steel mills or railroad construction located on the city’s
18

South/East and occasionally on the West side . However, from the late twentieth century up
until the turn of the twenty first century, a wave of overseas competitors forced these factories to
relocate to countries such as China. This drastically changed the framework of the U.S. capitalist
run economic system. Additionally, this also changed the dynamics of Chicago’s economic class
system which as we see nation wide is directly correlated to race. African Americans in Chicago
during this time due to this shift found themselves facing even more severe forms of poverty as
well as for the first time since their migration North side by side with newly unemployed whites.

16
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However, this should not be mistaken with a point in history were whites and Blacks were
economically equal in class or opportunities, this did not create a economic alliance. African
Americans have always found themselves systematically disenfranchised when it comes to
employment opportunities and class in America. Currently, Chicago is no longer known as a
major location for trading or factory labor, leaving a significant economic gap for the city’s
South/East and West side, which for the minority community was the primary source of income
for generations.
Chicago Unemployment Amongst African American Males
Today one of the city’s most populated regions has some of the highest rates of
unemployment. This graph which is labelled graph 4, portrays the city of Chicago South/ East
side unemployment rate by race, location within Chicago, and gender:

Graph 4
https://statisticalatlas.com/neighborhood/Illinois/Chicago/East-Side/Race-and-Ethnicity
As shown, African American males currently face a tremendous gap in unemployment status

20

when compared to any other racial group located in the biggest region of Chicago.
Unemployment rates currently affect African American male’s quality of life and seemingly
limit opportunities for economic advancement.

Chicago’s Current Educational System
Currently, CPS is ranked as the nation's third largest school district, yet CPS faces
ongoing issues of funding, illiteracy, and high dropout rates. Data supporting CPS problems can
be linked to its current and previous political involvement but most importantly leadership.
Former CPS president Arne Duncan is well known for shutting down dozens of schools due to
poor performance or constant displacement of educational funding from outside sources. Duncan
firmly believed that only money ran schools, not certified teachers and quality school and
community leadership. Throughout Duncan’s CPS presidential run, he designed the Chicago
public school system to primary generate monetary capital, not to create an environment which
produced educational success for its students. With a constant lack of consideration for CPS
students, many CPS African American students found themselves comprising a majority of CPS
dropout and illiteracy rates. Even with recent increase in graduation rates, “African-American
students [ages 16-24] as a whole had a CPS graduation rate of close to 67 percent.
African-American girls had a graduation rate of close to 76 percent, while boys were closer to 57
19

percent,” . Currently, African Americans males have the second highest dropout rate next to
Hispanic males, in the CPS system. Due to previously collected data, I have decided to focus on
the educational institution within urban areas of Chicago and investigate how African American
males are affected by Afrocentricity or the lack thereof in these areas.

Chicago Public Schools. (2018 August, 8). CPS Stats & Facts. Web
https://cps.edu/About_CPS/At-a-glance/Pages/Stats_and_facts.aspx
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To provide more evidence for my argument of how educational achievement is racially
divided, I have provided graphs labeled graph 5 and graph 6, to show educational
marginalization by gender and age on the city’s South/East side, is a predominantly minority
populated environment:
Graph 5

Graph 6
https://statisticalatlas.com/neighborhood/Illinois/Chicago/East-Side/Race-and-Ethnicity
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African Americans who comprise almost 40% of CPS demographics, regularly face
ineffective educational efforts. These ineffective efforts carried out by CPS led to margins of
degrees obtained within the African American community, more specifically the African
American male community, as shown within graph. Because the statistics indicate high rates of
failure for African American male students, I sought participants within the South/East and West
areas of Chicago.

Within the Chicagoland area, including all local suburbs, there are only three Afrocentric
20

based schools, versus over six hundred CPS run public institutions . Of these schools, CPS
holds an African American student and staff population ranging from 33-37%, the largest
minority group within the total CPS school district. By investigating how Afrocentric cultured
educational curriculum has affected the lives of African American males versus how non
Afrocentric cultured educational curriculum has affected the lives of African American male
students, I aim to determine how Afrocentric educational curriculum can positively alter in a
positive the quality of life of African American males and overall the African American
community. I am suggesting that if more African American males were taught from an
Afrocentric educational curriculum, their decisions throughout their life would be dissimilar to
African American males whose educational roots were not grounded in Afrocentric curriculum.
Afrocentric Education

There are very few schools, to be exact only five schools in all of Illinois, which place
Afrocentric educational curriculum at its core when teaching African American students.

Chicago Public Schools. (2018 August, 8). CPS Stats & Facts. Web
https://cps.edu/About_CPS/At-a-glance/Pages/Stats_and_facts.aspx
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Afrocentric-based schools are funded by and follow the curriculum of CPS. However, one of the
keys to maintaining its Afrocentric core is extra curricular educational programs, such as those
found at one of the cornerstones of the city of Chicago, the DuSable Leadership Academy. As I
mentioned earlier the founder of Chicago, Jean Baptiste DuSable, has a few dedicated memorials
throughout the city. In partnership with the DuSable Museum is the DuSable Leadership
Academy, a school located on the South/West side of Chicago. Educational programs held for
youth at the DuSable Museum, which enhance upon Afrocentric history, science, vocabulary and
language work for students to study on cultural curriculum besides what is watered down inside
the secretly CPS-based Afrocentric school classroom.

In agreement with the importance of Afrocentric education, researchers Cheryl Aijrotut
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and Dianne Pollard in their literary work African-Centered Schooling in Theory and Practice ,
discuss the history of the American school and how for over the last 200 years it has been
predominantly filled with independent institutions. They introduce the heavily debated argument
of incorporating an African and African-American cultural orientation in public schools . Both
authors analyze how effective this curriculum has been in school systems.
Researchers Martell Teasley, Jandel Crutchfield, Sheara Williams and Annette Clayton,
as well as Nathern Okilwa
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have investigated the impact of Afrocentric schooling and how it

may be affecting the educational levels of African American students. Although this research
does look at both African American males and females, it still provides essential information on

Aijrotutu, Cheryl S. Pollard, Diane S. African-Centered Schooling in Theory and Practice. Connecticut: Bergin & Garvey,
2000.
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Choice and Afrocentric Charter Schools a Review and Critique of Evaluation Outcomes. Springer. Volume 20, Issue 1. Pg
99–119. 15 January 2016. New York.
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Afrocentric schooling and Black youth. Furthermore, researchers Teasley at el. inspect more than
twenty Afrocentric schools within the United States. Afterward, a comparison of each school
based on its Adequate Yearly Progress reports (AYP), as well as their standardized
accountability criteria, was conducted. Researchers used Afrocentric school funding, total
number of students per school, and curriculum educational focuses to heighten their analysis.
From the data, researchers hypothesize that for Afrocentric schools to have a larger significance
in the Black community specifically on African American students, of all ages, they have to
increase their public recognition which inevitably will have an effect on the AYP report. Data
also showed that the Afrocentric schools investigated did have a consistently diminishing public
recognition/ legitimacy, in affected various variables I mentioned earlier.
All of this data shows why exploring the option of an Afrocentric education could be
very influential for all races of children. The Afrocentric educational system began in the
southern school districts of the US to give education to Black students who were segregated out
of regular public schooling opportunities. Today, however, a majority of parents who seek
Afrocentric schooling do so to offer their children a well-cultured educational background, due
to the diverse and culturally based educational practices implemented within these very schools.
Chicago Criminal Justice System
If you look up the various correctional facilities in the Chicago area, you will notice that
they are all clustered near the South/East side of Chicago. With the rise of crime and the great
Chicago fire which wiped out most of the city, Chicago correctional facilities began to make
improvements during the late 1860’s. Also during this time, the Chicago correctional facility
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became known as the Cook County Correctional Office . Currently, Cook County is one of the
biggest regions within the South/East side of Chicago. In the late nineteenth century, the first
Cook County correctional facility, which now serves as one of its main locations, was built on
the city’s South/West side. Originally most of their inmates were poor individuals who were
incarcerated due to vagrancy. By the early twentieth century, there were various correctional
facilities built, housing over three thousand inmates, three times the original capacity. The
increase in arrest and inmate incarceration aligns with Chicago’s increase of African American
migrants during the wave of the Great Migration. Additionally, during the early to mid 1900’s,
Chicago’s correctional facilities began to house female, male and juvenile inmates for even
longer periods due to backlogs with the Chicago courthouse. As a result, inmates began to be
transported at higher capacities to the rural parts of the state of Illinois where prisoners would
serve out a predetermined sentence.

Today African Americans account for 57.9% of prison inmates in Chicago. This data
emphasizes how the prison/criminal justice institution is affecting the quality of life of African
Americans, specifically African American males. It is evident that the rise of the Chicago
migrant community, more specifically the African American migrant community, paralleled the
increase in the correctional facilities and prison population in the Chicago area. To elaborate on
this claim, I have included one graph, labelled graph 7 that indicate the Illinois prison population
by race and location as a resident of Illinois:

Chicago Cook County Sheriff. (2018). Cook County Jail & History. W
 eb
https://www.cookcountysheriff.org/cook-county-department-of-corrections/cook-county-jails-history/
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Graph 7

http://www.icjia.org/cjreform2015/research/illinois-prison-overview.html
I briefly highlighted the historical increase of arrests made within the Chicago area
during the early to mid 1900s. I also made claims of how this type of historical data fed the
growth of police involvement in the Chicago community and inevitably led to the foundation of
the Chicago correctional facilities we see today. While investigating the prison systems in
Chicago and the state of Illinois become evident issues of inequality similar to these in the the
Chicago Police department. The Chicago Police Department was originally established in the
early 1800’s as a small task force that served the small population of Chicago, mainly as a source
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of community protectors . Although, CPD did evolve tremendously over the nineteenth and
twentieth century, issues of racial discrimination are still prevalent. CPD history, tactics, and
current behavior instituted issues that were protested by the civil rights movement and their
twentieth century presence in the Chicagoland area, as well as community riots mentioned
25

earlier as part of the Chicago’s Lake Michigan beaches 1919 riots .

CPD’s community-inflicted inequality based on race and gender are still apparent today.
For example, on the city’s West side, an area heavily populated with African Americans, CPD
arrest statistics show signs of racial discrimination. Homan Square is a small community within
the West side region of Chicago. Homan Squares police department was highlighted for having a
26

high numbers of African American arrests . Of the thousands of day to day arrests made by
police within this specific district, over 80% were African Americans. These arrests were
brought on by numerous tactics grounded in racial bias, including the stop and frisk method
enforced by CPD. Compared to this percentage was the 8.5% arrests of white perpetrators that
same year within this district. Made up of approximately 30.9% of Homan Square residents, but
comprise over half of its marked criminals. This type of racial discrimination can be supported
by more evidence citywide, which shows how African Americans have been and continue to be
on the police departments radar, and the overall criminal justice systems radar.

Chicago Police Department. (2018). CPD History. Web
https://home.chicagopolice.org/inside-the-cpd/history/
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Chapter 2: Products of History
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Afrocentricity

It is argued that during the early 20th century, scholar and writer Carter G. Woodson
founded the principles of Afrocentricity. In scholarly works by Woodson, such as The
Mis-Education of the Negro, Woodson deﬁned Afrocentricity and argued for its inclusion in
global educational curriculum; celebration of its key principles is still an ongoing process.
Afrocentric education, as argued by Moleﬁ Asante and other key philosophers of the Pan African
and Afrocentric movement, is a concept for diminishing the physical, mental and, most
importantly, educational effects of Eurocentrism and white supremacy. Asante dedicated much of
his career to adding to scholarship deﬁning Afrocentricity and advocating for its importance
inside every classroom.

Afrocentricity is part of a broader scale of Pan Africanism/ Black Studies which was
argued by college students during the mid to late 20th century. Furthermore, one of Asante’s
early deﬁnitions states that, “Afrocentricity is a frame of reference wherein phenomena are
viewed from the perspective of the African person. The Afrocentric approach seeks in every
27

situation the appropriate centrality of the African person” . Asante later states that:

In education this means that teachers provide students the opportunity to study the world and its
people, concepts, and history from an African world view. In most classrooms, whatever
the subject, whites are located in the center perspective position. How alien the African
American child must feel, how like an outsider! The little African American child who
sits in a classroom and is taught to accept as heroes and heroines individuals who
defamed African people is being actively de-centered, dislocated, and made into a
nonperson, one whose aim in life might be to one day shed that "badge of inferiority": his
27
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or her Blackness. In Afrocentric educational settings, however, teachers do not
marginalize African American children by causing them to question their own self-worth
because their people's story is seldom told. By seeing themselves as the subjects rather
than the objects of education-be the discipline biology, medicine, literature, or social
Studies-African American students come to see themselves not merely as seekers of
knowledge but as integral participants in it. Because all content areas are adaptable to an
Afrocentric approach, African American students can be made to see themselves as
centered in the reality of any discipline. It must be emphasized that Afrocentricity is not a
Black version of Eurocentricity. Eurocentricity is based on White supremacist notions
whose purposes are to protect White privilege and advantage.
Key points of reference in Asante’s definition is his argument for the importance to adding
Afrocentricity to the curriculum. As Asante argues, Afrocentric scholarship is not designed to
alienate other races, cultures, etc., but to expand upon a history of people who have been and
currently are still being erased by white supremacy inside the classroom. Additionally, context
such as Asante definition urged me to look at Afrocentricity in regards to Chicago Public
Schools. I aimed to investigate if CPS actually included Afrocentricity into their curriculum,
since their promise to have a diverse educational curriculum. And if they did, to what extent and
what method of delivery is Afrocentric education getting inside the classrooms. Lastly, if
Afrocentric educational exposure at any educational level, inside and outside the classroom had
a profound effect on Black males from Chicago educational paths and mental/ physical quality of
their lives.

This interest was piqued by my own early educational path. As a child I attended an
Afrocentric school. In Chicago there are only five such schools in existence, more than any other
state in the country, and only eleven such schools nationwide. I attended Betty Shabazz
International Charter from kindergarten to third grade. At this very unique school, students,
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teachers, and staff were immersed into a complete African Diasporic atmosphere. I can recall
wearing traditional African garments as my school uniform, learning and speaking African origin
languages such as Kiswahili and French. Additionally, the food and weekly cultural celebrations
in the school auditorium mirrored Afrocentric cultural dance, music and chants. Honestly,
looking back it was a experience that not many people from my neighborhood had the chance to
embark upon. When I was eight, the rise of criminal activity in our neighborhood forced my
mom to move further East and to buy her first home. With the move I was removed from Betty
Shabazz and placed into my local neighborhood public school.

In addition to my educational background, one of the key reasons I decided to investigate
education in my thesis was because of the noticeable differences between my peers and I in
terms of sense of self, my African American culture, and my ancestral history. I realized that one
of the key influencers in my life, one of the main sources of motivation, came from my years at
Betty Shabazz. With my research investigation of Afrocentric education and Chicago Public
Schools, I aimed to track how research participants’ educational environment informed and
inspired them about their own culture. Additionally, I aimed to track how the presence of
Afrocentric exposure anywhere in the research participants’ lives affected their mindset and
behavior.

Scholar and researcher Iris, C Rotberg analyzes the enrollment of African American
students in charter schools and compares it to the ethnic variations which give evidence to the
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presence of segregation within the general school system . Variables for this research were
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school choice, student enrollment, race, ethnicity, and income. Rotberg’s findings give evidence
that segregation within the school system can be seen from students’ programs and location of
schools. Although my research looks at what academic programs my research participants
partake in, this research does address how a lack of diversity, through school segregation, can
limit success for African American students. By addressing what academic interest these
participants have, I will be able to contribute to the ideology that African American male
students who are on a predominantly white college campus feel that their race and gender serve
as barriers when in white dominated spaces of learning, affecting their own ideas of identity and
masculinity as well as possible contributions to the class as a whole. Rotberg’s findings argue
that school segregation had a direct effect on student performance. Rotberg argues that
expanding the location of charter schools will decrease the segregation of racially varied student
enrollment. This research shows how segregation of schools and school curriculum caused a
great divide in the opportunity for African American students, particularly African American
males, to fulfill their academic abilities.
This source as well as previously mentioned sources investigating Afrocentricity
demonstrate similar concepts, especially that Afrocentricity had an effect on Black students.
Within my own research, participants were asked about Afrocentric exposure through both the
education system and in their own lives i.e family, extra curricular programs, etc. When this
question was asked, most participants expressed little to no consecutive exposure to
Afrocentrism. Those who did have a background in Afrocentric education, often expressed
frustration at having limited resources to further explore whatever Afrocentric information they
were being taught. During his interview, Participant FJ was asked about Afrocentric education:
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Tori: When were you first exposed to Afrocentric education?
Participant: In like a educational institution? Or just period?
Tori: Umm, both.
Participant: Umm well my mom’s and my step father they instilled that in me when I was young
right in the house. When I went to (pause) (stutters), kindergarten-eighth we learned about
people, MLK, Malcolm X, Harriet Tubman (chuckles). Umm high school that shit did not exist
at all (uses hands to emphasize statement)! Ummm I would say in like a liberal arts institution,
(pause) I wouldn’t even say it was present, because you know it was only white people when I
went there. Umm, I got a lot of exposure in a African Philosophy class but this came with me
minoring in philosophy not them incorporating Africana into the curriculum.
Tori: What college did you go to?
Participant: I went to Monmouth College
Tori: Is that where you embarked on that Afrocentric education from?
Participant: Well, from an institution yeah! But I have always been around family members, or
family friends, I would say that, we didn’t rely on institution to teach us about us (high tone of
voice)! Once I flourished in my education in undergrad I sought out more myself.
Tori: So what did your Afrocentric education in undergrad look like?
Participant: We only had one Africana Philosophy class.
Tori: Wow! How did you feel about that?
Participant: I would say that first! (pause) The umm professor, she knew her role, but it was
taught by a white lady. Umm I would say that it was more than one philosophy class given, I
would say over ten other philosophy classes available. Nine different classes for white folks, but
you got only one for Africana. All of us in one (lifts finger to indicate one) category, so the
course offered materials from people from South Africa, you know. People who was brought up
in the Diaspora, but they put all of this in one category and diversified Diaspora philosophy. But
nine or ten course for white categories. You know it’s the way the world, the way institution
make you feel in general (high tone of voice). You will study Black people for only one week or
a month anyway in public school so it was honestly no difference.
Participant FJ’s reponse speaks to other participants who identified with having a
Afrocentric background, but expressing how their exposure came from a white washed or
eurocentric lens, as well as their limited Afrocentric exposure also having high amounts of
patriarchy within its curriculum as well as from their individual teachers who attempted to
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expose them to it. Speaking from educational experience, Afrocentricity as a derivative of the
Black power movement and Pan Africanism encompasses patriarchy. I say this as student of
such curriculum on a scholarly level. Because of the flaws within the Afrocentric educational
movement stemming from Eurocentric embedded ideas and mindsets, its effectiveness can be
hindered. Arguing the limitations and issues of Pan African and Afrocentricity is a research
thesis in itself. My aim is not to attack any Black power movements, but to only highlight how
the current educational state of Afrocentricity inside and outside of the Eurocentric classroom is
often ineffective or nonexistent. I believe that the key lies beyond offering an Afrocentric
curriculum inside the schools, but also addressing who is teaching this type of curriculum and
checking hidden facets of Europeanization and patriarchy within the Afrocentric curriculum.

Black masculinity/ being Black and queer conducting this research
The next to very last question asked during my research participants’ in-person
interviews covered the topic of masculinity and identity. I asked each participant to define
masculinity and identity in their own words and how each of their definitions may have been
affected during their time inside of the education system and by their overall family and
community. Each response created a new lens into each participants’ background and
upbringing, and gave me a better understanding of their current mindset and quality of life.
Prudence Carter, in the text Keepin it Real: School success beyond Black and white, looks
at racial disparities within the people of color community in correlation with their socio
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economic class . This investigation’s central theme, seen through the lens of education,
highlights how cultural norms may be influencing success rates. With sixty-eight Black and
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Latino students coming from Yonkers, New York, her research participants undergo
observations and interviews. Carter argues that the interactions students have inside and outside
of the classroom impact students’ ideas of identity including their ideas on masculinity. Although
Carter’s investigation looks at younger educational levels than my research participants, Carter
provides even more concrete evidence that these key interactions inside and outside the
classroom, as well as each student’s background and how significantly it may affect their ideas
of their own identity and masculinity. This research was critical in my developing my literature
review and the development of my interview questions. Carter’s analysis of the education
system’s effect on ideas of masculinity and identity show how the education institution directly
affects not only students’ success rates but also their life outside of the classroom and childhood
development.
Masculinity/ Identity
During the process of creating my research interview questions, I told myself that I would
not allow my own definitions of the topic of Black masculinity and identity to be a part of the
interview data collection process. This preconceived thought was very important during this
section of each interview. Most research participants, once asked to define Black male
masculinity and identity, were caught off guard, laughed, or seemed insulted. Most of my
interview responses to these questions showed a range of responses, hinting towards the presence
of white hegemonic patriarchy.
For example, data from the interview with participant SJ and his response to questions of
masculinity and identity are included below:
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Tori: How do you define Black male masculinity and what impacted your own
masculinity?
Participant: (chuckles) (Repeats question aloud) (chuckles) Like people don’t really just ask this
stuff wow! Aww yeah I feel like we don’t really say what’s on our mind. I feel like we don’t
stand up for ourselves. We put too much of the responsibility on women. We don’t own we don’t
take ownership. I feel like there was a generation that left their kids to fend for theyself. I feel
like we was scared and didn’t understand. And we umm was yeah, so it is like we didn’t. Black
male masculinity we didn’t know, currently we don’t know how to be that. We confuse it with
money and shit like that that really don’t even matter. When really what matters is having your
family and stuff like that and yeah having a nuclear family.
Tori: How do you define Black male identity and what impacted your Black male identity?
Participant: (chuckles) I don’t know what made me a Black man. I know what made me a
person, a male. Well I guess what people would say is what umm we go through in America, but
I don’t think that. I think that what makes me a male is biology of course, umm (pause) umm just
umm working hard as a person. Developing characters, moral values, that what makes me a
person, a male, that what defines me. Taking care of my business and telling people the truth no
matter how much it hurts. Even myself (high tone of voice) even myself!
This research participant in particular showed signs of some mental instability. Some of
his responses were very unclear and he rambled often during the interview. However, towards
the conclusion of the interview, starting at the section asking about masculinity, participant SJ
frequently laughed or changed facial expressions and generally paid more attention to me than he
had previously. The questions surrounding masculinity caught SJ off guard. Participant SJ
responded to this question, and those following, with a sincere emotional reaction. This response
was similar to other responses from research participants during interviews which addressed how
the generation of Black men and Black children ages 19-30 come from single parent households.
This trend hints towards previously mentioned historical material of the housing crisis/
gentrification and World War I and II and their high rates of enlistment among Black men.
Although WWI and WWII and their timeline in history do not coincide with the fathers of the
generation of men I interviewed or am speaking to, my point is looking at the fact that these wars
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and many that followed created a trend of Black men being drafted and enlisting, willing to serve
in the military.
There are so many historical reasons that Black men were not and are not present inside
the Black household: the welfare system and its rules and regulations are included in this list. All
of these reasons show signs of patriarchy and hegemonic white supremacy that have been
embedded into the Black community nationwide. Because of this my reasons for asking
questions about masculinity and identity served as important points of reference for evidence
because I aimed to highlight this historical white hegemonic presence as well as investigate the
current mindset of my research participants and their ideology of Black male masculinity and
identity in our current society.
The original perspective of Dr. Frances Cress Wesling, in The Isis Papers: The Key to the
Colors, offers an analytical way to dissect some of the internal issues white people conceivably
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may be facing in American society . These direct issues are correlated into one central theory,
which Dr. Wesling calls the Cress theory of color confrontation. Using her psychology expertise,
Dr. Wesling investigates central aspects affecting the quality of life of the African American
male. One of these key influences are the stereotypes of identity and masculinity placed on
African American adult males which are then passed down to African American male youths.
Her investigation contributes to my research analysis that the ideas of identity as well as
masculinity my research participants currently have come from external sources. One of these
primary sources of influence, as supported by Dr. Wesling, is school, specifically classroom
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structure, and the power and racial dynamics inside of the classroom. Relevant data includes
details from the interview of participant FJ:

Tori: Okay, so the last two cover masculinity and identity. So if you had to define Black
masculinity what would you say?
Participant: It’s at War! Yeah so, with the media portrayal of us (high tone of voice)! Ads, on
TV, its geared toward making, well conditioning the Black male to be, feminized, and (pause)
with that conflict, the Black household being at war as well.Or a Black male with a white woman
or vice versa. I know that stuff happen, I know growing up in Chicago it happen but its 2018 but
like people, they they (stutters) people choose who they spend they time with based on who is
around them. Lets just say I stayed in Chicago, I would most likely be with a Black woman
because no white women would be around me. But shows portray that they don’t want us to be
together. So I would say that that Black masculinity, the Black man is at war right now (leans
back in chair).
Tori: I wanted to see if you wanted to add anything else that you feel has impacted your identity?
Participant: Well I will just say I am the oldest of three brothers, I am the oldest of both my
parents, the oldest grandchild. I gotta (stutters) watch how I move because of certain family
members are looking at me in a certain light. So I know people looking at me as an example, I
ain’t saying I know the game but I got to try my best so they will have someone to look at.
Tori: So what would you describe as Black male identity?
Participant: (extended pause) I would say, its up for grabs right now (high tone of voice).
Because so many people are defining it. It is so many people defining it they no one really
knows. You know you got many media portrayals, you got (high tone of voice, then glances at
interviewer and abruptly looks away), you got Black women that umm got to, out here raising
(stutters) young Black men, and they umm. (high tone of voice) There are circumstances where
the Black male is umm simplified to umm meaningless things. I heard some Black women think
they don’t need Black men simply because they can afford everything. It is (stutters) in dire need
of umm concrete definition. I don’t know its just wild man.
This particular research participant was a friend of mine. I have known participant FJ for
over six years. Participant FJ is a very educated and “informed” individual. He prides himself on
his activism towards BLM and Afrocentric movement. This activism was very present during the
day of the interview from his attire to his response to interview questions. I am highlighting this
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participant’s interview responses to masculinity because his response mirrors other participants’
responses to these questions. Coming from the research qualification group of research
participants who had exposure to Afrocentric education, participant FJ as well as many other
participants noted that Black masculinity was a shifting and dangerous thing. Additionally, his
interview overall was one of the first that showed that my presence as a Black queer woman was
affecting the interview process. For example, from data I included in my field notes, I described
participant FJ during the end of the interview when questions were asked about Black male
identity, participant FJ response included degrading claims about Black women in the Black
community. Participant FJ then made an abrupt stop before he could finish his statement.
Participant FJ quickly altered his answer, and also continued stammering and stuttering. This
participant was not the last to show signs of misogyny towards me during the interview, either in
responses or in physical body language. During the earlier parts of participant FJ’s interview, he
asked me if I was the one who created the questions being asked, and the research itself. This
discovery during my research data collection process was among the new topics of investigation
hinting towards why patriarchy and misogyny are so often embedded into the mindset of the
Black male.
Authors and researchers Rudolph P. Bryd and Beverly Guy-Sheftall in their anthology
Traps take an investigative look at race, gender, masculinity, patriarchy, sexuality and many
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more topics . Being the very first anthology to do so, Traps is a unique work, starting with its
collections of writings by African American men from the 19th- and 20th-century, covering
topics of race, gender, and sexuality. Most African American men included in the anthology are
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award-winning authors, scholars, professors and activists. The book itself served as a platform to
allow African American men to reveal what they viewed and experienced in regards to the
categories listed above as well as looking at how African American men connected with,
supported, experienced and expressed feminism. Each response from the various males included
how the personal affects the Black male perception of masculinity.
This text was one of the first anthologies to connect these issues and perceptions to other
categories such as social interactions, economic status, and political position of Black women.
This text served as a point of reference when creating my interview questions, as well as
analyzing my gathered data. Furthermore, as a Black queer feminist woman conducting research
on Black men, and asking questions about masculinity, identity and their own background, Traps
was a pivotal point in pulling out hidden themes and messages in regards to my own effect on
the interviews conducted in my research.
Only a few of my research participants were openly of the LGBTQ+ community. Many
of their interview responses showed how the expression of Black masculinity and misogyny by
other Black males in their life often affected their identity physical and mentally. For example,
Black male research participants who openly claimed to be apart of the LGBTQ+ community
would professes times during their childhood were Black men in their lives would verbally and
even on occasion physically assault them or ostracize them due to the difference they felt they
saw in the physical appearance or behavior of my research participant, who then was just a
adolescent Black boy. Their responses also gave example of Black women’s unknown or known
adaptation of patriarchy often affecting their upbringing, current mindset, mental health and
quality of life. An example of this is during participant HJ interview he professed that his mother
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and grandmother forced him to attend an all male high school to hopefully install more
masculine traits into his demeanor. Below is data from another interview of participant HTJ who
also openly identified with being apart of the LGBTQ+ community :
Tori: What factors do you think have influenced your life the most?
Participant: Umm for me the person that really impacted me was my late great grandmother. She
passed away two years ago and she was a big influence and a trend setter for me to do the best
that I can, be the best that I can be that sounds really backwards (chuckles). Umm but yeah
definitely my great grandmother.
Tori: You stated some positive factors, do you want to add anymore, as well do you want to add
any negative factors?
Participant: Umm yes a positive, well a negative would be my entire family. I was raised by
three women. And I feel that on a negative side they lack some of the things that I feel that I
wasn’t prepared for when I became a full adult. Like there are some things that like a woman
can’t teach a man. And I feel like sometimes I kind of resent my mom and my family for that
because there were a lot of things, questions that I have that I still haven’t had answered and I am
still struggling with. So it is kind of the negative side about that.
Tori: Tell me a little bit more about how you were raised.
Participant: Umm everyone calls me an old soul (chuckles). They say that because of how I was
raised by three generations of women. Umm so yeah I have always been like a weird kid. Just
keeping to myself but just at a young age (chuckles) (pause) I was just like I don’t have time for
nonsense. So umm growing up I was the most responsible out of all of my cousins. Even the
ones that were older than me I was always the most responsible one. Umm and growing up I just,
I had a (pause) okay childhood. But now that I am older and I think about certain things that has
happen while I was growing up, I kind of had a really jacked up, not jacked up but interesting
childhood. Not the typical white picket fence and backyard and front yard and all that stuff. I had
a very interesting up bring, but it taught me and molded me into the man I am today. So it was
good (chuckles).
Tori: So do you think you have ever experienced a turning point in your life, a dramatic event
that changed you?
Participant: Yes! Losing my great grandmother. She (pause) when I say she was my biggest
influence she influenced me to do so much. My mom was my cheerleader too, but my great
grandmother was like you have so much potential and I want you to just find yourself. She
always told me you got to get out of this generation. You got to be the person to break it, you got
to be the person to break this generation! This curse we got going on, you know and things like
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that. So when she passed away it was like I lost half of me. So when I lost her it has been a
interesting journey. It has been really hard because she was the person who really kept me going.
When I needed help I would go to her. So now that I don’t (pause) now that she is not here
physically, I feel that I can’t do what I want to do because I feel like that pain is still holding me
back. I kind of lost myself and I am in the process of finding myself again! And it is just like,
like high school all over again. Just trying to find myself. It has been challenging. But it has been
fun because I am doing things that I probably would have not done in high school that I am
doing now.
Tori: Where were you born and raised?
Participant: Umm I was born and raised here in Chicago. In the Washington Park area, like the
Hyde Park area. Umm I lived there until I was about maybe, I want to say until the sixth grade.
And then when I was seventh grade I moved over to Auburn.
Tori: How do you feel that your community influenced or impacted how you were raised?
Participant: Umm (repeats question to himself in a low tone). Umm maybe it impacted me in a I
guess a negative and positive way. I am going to start with the negative first because living in
Chicago as a young man you have a lot of influences around. You got a lot of drug dealers, you
got a lot of people who getting this money and me being a man I wanted to be like oh who is
this, and this and that. So for me it was just getting attached to any little thing. Umm that was the
negative part, seeing a lot of single moms, seeing a lot of dads. Just seeing a lot of broken homes,
broken families. But the positive side was that each community I have been, it has been really
looking out for one another. We kind of just don’t say it. It is not a verbal thing it’s a telepathy
thing. It is weird, I know for a fact it was people who didn’t like my mom or my great
grandmother but they still looked out for me and made sure I was okay. Like asking me “why are
you out here by yourself. Don’t you know your mom would be mad at you”. So even if there was
animosity between two different families they still focused on the children and focused on
protecting them. And so that was the good thing about it because when ever I went anywhere,
like I could not go too far down the street without a neighbor saying “where you going, who you
with?”! Because everyone knew me in my neighborhood and knew my family would mess up
the entire Chicago to protect and save me. So I am like this is not fun (chuckles)!
Tori: Have you ever been impacted by violence in your community personally?
Participant: Umm yes! I wasn’t, I guess I could call it my community. I feel that any place I go to
that’s my community. So if I go there 24/7, that’s another community that I am a part of. And I
went to CICS Washington Park Charter School on 61st and Indiana. In the area by St. umm one
of those churches I can’t think of the name of it. But umm one day we was coming home from
school me and some friends taking the bus, and umm as we are coming down the street we had to
go through what I have come to know now is a gang territory. So I didn’t know that, so one day
we coming through and I am just looking around and on my side I see a bunch of people just
lined up a bunch of dudes. And they were just calling at my friend and she is a very pretty girl.
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Older than me, by like two grades but she was a very pretty girl. I just kept telling her to keep
ignoring them and keep walking, we are just trying to get home safely. So I guess they saw me
say something to her they didn’t like so they came up and attacked us. And they knocked me out,
I was unconscious for a bit and I had a gash on my head umm. I had a gash on my head on the
bus, I didn’t know what was going on I guess they hit me that hard where I couldn’t remember
what happened. Umm so when that happened, (pause) it kind of woke me up to this reality that I
used to live in. Like I realized oh this is not, like I feel that me personally I lived in lala land “oh
everyone is willy nilly, all happy” woo woo woo. But in that moment, it was a wake up call. Just
reality, I got jumped on for no reason. So yeah that was the very first time, I think maybe that
happened in like six grade yeah.

Tori: How do you define Black masculinity and what do you think has impacted your
masculinity?
Participant: (gasp at the question) (looks surprised) That is a really deep deep question
(chuckles)! Umm you know in all honesty, I answer a question with a question, why do African
American males have to be masculine? Why do we have to have this masculinity? Why can’t we
just be open to sensitivity? You can still be a straight male and still have emotions, and have
feelings. You can still be umm bisexual, or gay, or trans or whatever you want to call it and have
these emotions and be okay with doing that. So I, when it comes to masculinity I usually don’t
(pause) I embrace it. I don’t let it define my attitude, like okay I am who I am. I am masculine, I
am feminine, I am whatever you want to call me. I know what makes me happy and makes me
comfortable. So I really don’t associate too much with my masculinity, I am just a free spirit.
Like one day I can be masculine and one day I can be feminine or one day I can be both. One
day I could be umm I don’t know a spirit, (chuckles) like I don’t know, I don’t associate it with
that. And I feel the reason I am like that, I had a male influence, a couple of male influences so I
had a lot of mentors. But I feel that they came at a point where I was, they came in too late. To
the point where I have already assigned myself to who I want to be and I am okay with it. And
umm it is interesting because when it comes to masculinity, cause I am openly gay people are
like “well you’re gay, you’re this and this and this” and I am like if I had to say I am more
masculine than you will ever be. Like I am actually able to embrace my emotions. And I will cry
in public, I don’t care where I am at. If I am a having a rough day I will stand in the middle of
the aisle and scream like a lost kid. Like I will do it, cause like I don’t care what other people
will see about me. I want you to see me for who I am. I don’t want you to see me for my
masculinity or my femininity. I want you to see me for the person that I am, just me! So when it
comes to masculinity, that is for the straight people (chuckles).
Tori: So the next question is asking how do you define Black male identity and what factors
influenced your own identity as a Black male?
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Participant: Umm (repeats question aloud) umm it would have to be one man his name is John
Davis. He is my fifth grade teacher, fifth, sixth and seventh and eighth grade computer teacher,
and my math and science teacher! I gave this man hell (chuckles)! I (stutters) he saw so much
potential in me that I didn’t even see, and I kept pushing him away. I made that man, like cry one
time, I purposely was trying to break that man but he kept coming back! And I could not
understand why, and one day I snapped because I have a lot of anger issues. And I snapped out
and had a little temper tantrum and he literally grabbed me by my shoulders and lifted me and
was like “this has got to stop” he was like “people can only do so much for you. And I am going
above and beyond because I love you like a little brother to me. I am trying to do everything I
can for you, and you are constantly pushing me away.” He was like “why you pushing me
away?” and I said “ I am scared I am scared to get close to any male”. Because my father left me
when I was a baby and any other men that has been in my life has left me for some stupid idiotic
reason. So every time I get attached to any males I can’t, I cant, because I am afraid of that hurt!
So from that moment that little breakdown that we had he made me realize that my, that (stutters)
that helped me tap into my own identity and who I am. He used to always tell me “you don’t
hide your feelings and who you are, you be you!”. Don’t, he was like “don’t listen to these
people and what they tell you and how they feel. Even your mama or grandmama, your
grandparents. You be who you are. Embrace those feelings and if you want to cry you cry. If you
want to scream out loud, then do it. If you want to sit in your room and just be sad, just do it.” He
was like “ I want you to be not afraid”. So from that moment that’s how I kind of found myself,
at the age or sixth grade actually (chuckles). So I found myself at a very young age. Umm but
umm yeah and to define it I don’t know like, yeah I don’t really know. I feel like you can’t
define (pause) identity cause it, it’s what you feel and what you want to be. And I feel that that’s
the definition if you want to put one, it is what you feel or want to be. I can not tell you who you
want to be I can’t tell Tori what femininity is, or anything like that. Because you have to feel
what you feel that is. You may feel that I am wrong! Or you know, you never know. So yeah it is
whatever you feel (chuckles)
Below I have included data from the interview of participant HJ:
Tori: What factors do you think have influenced your life the most?
Participant: (extended pause) The most important would be my family. Because they decided
what high school I went to, umm and continuously supported me through my academic process.
Umm they held very very high expectations for me.
Tori: Okay do you want to add any positive or negative impacts to this list?
Participant: (extended pause) Umm I guess if I want to be specific about it having strong Black
female influence in my like 100% (adjust positioning in seat). Umm (pause) because there is a
certain strength that Black women posed in comparison to any other umm human being and I
think that influence (pause) especially when it’s done right umm can be very successful for a
child.
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Tori: Any negative factors?
Participant: Um well the negative aspects would be the homophobic (pause) (stutters) stuff that I
encountered especially from like predominantly Black men. That would be the negative aspects
yeah.
Tori: Tell me a little more about your upbringing?
Participant: I was raised right, I was raised by my grandmother. My mother was present but my
grandmother raised me 100%! I was raised to be very conscious about my actions continuously
because I am Black. Umm so like when I go out to eat, when I am on the bus, when I am in
school, I was raised to have manners umm to be reserved usually umm (pause). Yeah does that
answer your question?
Tori: Yeah umm so do you feel that you have ever experienced a turning point in your life?
Participant: (extended pause) I don’t want to ask you what you mean because I definitely
understand it. Ummm (glances up) I would say two different events. The first event is going to
college umm beginning to study African /African American history in general because it was so
many things I didn’t know. That was a turning point in my life because I realized the connections
between like school and clothes. I realized the connections between like lack of education and
lack of health care, all of it is systematic. Umm and that was (pause) (stumbles on next words)
difficult! Because initially I tried to project it um I was just like this is just a class, this is just
history. But it is really hard because I think when you, when you, what am I trying to say? Being
ignorant is blissful! Very Very blissful! But when you leave that blissfulness it can be very
difficult and hard because for me I feel like it’s so hard because it clicked when I saw the
connections. If everyone had a therapist, if every school umm had some type of actual school
(stutters) therapy, so many students would do better. Umm the 1% of white American does not
want Black kids or Brown kids to do better and people don’t see that, sometimes it feels like
you’re screaming at the top of your lungs in a crowd and no one is paying attention. The other
turning point would be my last year of college, when two white girls called me a faggot ass
nigger. And that is just (pause), that (stutters), I forgot (stutters). I was obviously studying this,
but (pause) going to college and being a part of a quote unquote liberal community you
sometimes forget how the world actually thinks. And not all of the world but you forget there is a
part of the world that is very very ignorant and very very cruel. And that just kind of shook me to
my core, it made me realize what anxiety actually is. Because (pauses) (takes deep breath) yeah
that it (tries to gather emotions).
Tori: Have you ever been impacted by violence personally in your community?
Participant: Yes! Are you saying from within my own community? Yes! Just like the (stutters)
abuse I have seen like umm the abuse I have seen with Black men and Black women. On a
constant day to day basis. I think growing up depending on what neighborhood you grow up in
you don’t really know what consent is. So growing up and going to college and then coming
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back, and realizing that all of my life, I have been surrounded by beautiful Black females. And
we would be walking back from schools and once when we were in eighth grade and guys who
were probably in like high school or older were yelling at them outside the windows and
realizing now that (pause) that is so not okay. And kind of like becoming, at least for that time
before college immune to, like that’s just what it is. I didn’t (stutters) (high tone of voice) realize
how dangerous and impactful for someone to yell at you outside a window or someone to
approach you or like the looks and stares my friends would get. That type of harassment that type
of violence. Even like ummm (pause) I remember going down with a bunch of Black females I
remember and one of them got jumped by like a group of Black guys and no one did anything of
course. That was one of the craziest experiences I have ever had. So yeah that would be the
violence I have witnessed.
Tori: How would you define Black male masculinity and what aspects have impacted your Black
male masculinity?
Participant: That’s a really good question (chuckles)! No one ever ask that question and it should
be asked to every Black man! (pause) Umm okay to me (chuckles) from my personal opinion I
would say, straight, gay, trans, homosexual. The narrative is changing! Black masculinity is
changing to something joyful and changing to something that is filled with all types of emotions
that you feel. Umm Black masculinity yeah the norm is provided, be hard, fighting, but it’s
changing! The new Black masculinity, the new narrative is what it is changing to become is
being joyful. That is what Black boy joy is all about. Umm being able to dance in any type of
form and not being afraid of it. Being able to paint your nails and still being secure with yourself.
Umm being able to understand that there is femininity in masculinity. Um and the way I have
been shaped I think all of my life my family realized that I was gay. And umm when I went to
k-8 the homophobia I faced especially from the boys was very mean and cruel and most of my
friends where females. And most of my family is females. So I had feminine habits whatever that
means. My parents chose to push me, I am saying my grandma and ma when I say parents, to
push me to go to an all boys school to become more masculine. Do I regret it, no. I say no
because unfortunately in this world being more masculine gets you more places. It would be, I
would face way more discrimination as a male or gay male in general if there was more
expressed femininity that I had. Because it is not easy to do.
Tori: You want to add anything about your identity? What affected it or shaped it?
Participant: Umm Black women have shaped my identity. Majoring in AAS shaped my identity.
Dealing with homophobia and racism has shaped my identity. And even dealing with racism in
my own LGBTQ community has shaped me.
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Education
On May 17th, 1954, the Supreme ruled to desegregate U.S schools following the historic
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legal battle of Brown vs. The Board of Education . This moment in history made it legally
possible for all U.S children regardless of race to get an “equal” education. However, following
laws implemented in the U.S education system and the segregation of people due to
gentrification and housing discrimination, a new form of segregation inside the schools was
created. Because of such inequality, Black and Brown children today who find themselves inside
of inner city classrooms such as those of CPS are systematically a part of a larger scale of
economic benefits which do not go in their favor, and are put into classrooms with ill equipped
teachers, materials, and educational backgrounds.

My investigation of the CPS educational system and the inequality that Black men have
faced within it came from inspirations of previously gathered research such as that in the text
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Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys b y Victor Rios . Rios follows a group of
forty Black and Latino boys from inner city poor neighborhoods for three years. Most of these
boys are the products of systematic oppression inside the school and criminal justice system, as
highlighted in Rios’ investigation. Rios’ main analysis aims to find when the cycle of systemic
racism started for these young men of color and how boys so young can face such extreme levels
of systemic criminalization as well as the significant limits on their educational and personal and
cultural growth. Rios’ text urged me to looked at the entire picture of each of my own research
participants, circling questions around participants’ upbringing and family. By doing so, I aimed
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to highlight and investigate how their individual limitations were similar and whether different
educational paths, educational curriculum, exposure to the criminal justice system and the
embedment of Afrocentricity transformed their lives in any way. Rios’ results showed that by
understanding, the lives of the young men who are criminalized and funneled into the criminal
justice system institutions can begin to develop solutions. I argue that with the development of
such solutions, the communities where these Black and Brown children come from can also
begin to develop solutions to institutional racism which inevitably would affect both Black and
Brown men and women who also face systematic oppression through U.S institutions.

Below you will find data from in-person interviews for participant WJ:
Tori: What factors do you think have impacted your life the most?
Participant: Death
Tori: Any positive factors you want to add?
Participant: Money (high tone of voice)
Tori: Tell me a little about your upbringing.
Participant: Umm to be honest I had difficult way (pause) growing up I was adopted. I was umm
(pause) in two separate houses at the time. I had to deal with ten guys, five girls. (extended
pause) I had to deal with umm a lot of discipline, a lot of ass whooping. (pause) And umm
basically like a, just basically like umm getting myself together basically just always umm doing
negative shit to uhh but parents was always around (pause). Umm that’s it.
Tori: Do you think you have ever experienced a big turning point in your life or a dramatic event
to change how you saw things in the world?
Participant: Umm (extended pause) just me personally being shot at, you know cause it’s like
things I dealt with growing up. Shit I was always a I (pause), just like notifications, everybody
knew what it was you feel me. It was attractive to me but then unattractive to me. But it was
something that really changed me because I really followed my steps through feel me. I would
rather protect myself before I let another nigga that got a gun get me first. And to be honest that’s
what got me calm cool and collected and be a good person, in this state of mind as righteous
person in life.
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Tori: So tell me where are you from and where you grew up.
Participant: Well I’m from 115th and LaSalle. I grew on 87th and Marquette. I also grew up on
(stutters) 62nd and Cottage Grove and Eberhart. Umm just basically some of everywhere.
Tori: Umm this is digging a little bit deeper, within your community how do you think it
impacted how you were raised?
Participant: Umm to be honest the environment didn’t change me my umm father is what
changed me. To know about my environment, to know and understand the difference between
negative and positive, people around you in your neighborhood. So that’s what really made me
who I am and you know as far as my neighborhood. Because if it wasn’t for my father being a
stand up father, a man in my life shit I wouldn’t know what to do out here without him you know
without him giving me the consent to do it.
Tori: So the next one is a little bit deep as well, its asking about how violence in your community
may have personally affected you.
Participant: Well to be honest (pause) (stutters) all the deaths and people getting locked up so it
is just like a different cycle, it’s a different circle. So it’s like (pause) the violence around us it
always led to death or a nigga fucking a bitch or a nigga hating on a homie or just any type of,
anything (high tone of voice) that’s easy to get into it about. That’s basically how the
neighborhood is you feel me. It’s gang related, all messy you know. The change of it was the
deaths and the people that got locked up that meant something (tone of voice drops), that’s what
really more or like was valid than the changing.
Tori: Do you think you have been exposed to Afrocentric culture, educationally or in your
background ?
Participant: I did ( pause and glances upward ) to be honest not African culture. Just like Black
culture so like writing up on Black history people. And umm just studying on them. But I also
had a umm (shows some enthusiasm with facial expressions) an African friend named Sanjata.
And his parents and grandma do a lot of Black cultural things that our grandparents did back in
the day. So that kind of put an effect up on me as far as growing up, as far as knowing about my
Black culture so I feel like that was big part.
Tori: Do you have any college experience?
Participant: Yeah I went to Northern University, Kishwaukee College, and Mississippi Delta
Tori: What made you explore that Afrocentric culture through knowledge ?
Participant: It was just required to me, just a class to take
Tori: Before that documented exposure did you have any other Afrocentric exposure ?
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Participant: Yes in grammar school, my homie umm who I told you about his mother used to do
African cultured dancing at our school. And umm we used to have to learn about certain dances
and who was what and what drums was what drums, and certain other Black things I can’t really
say right now but its knowledgeable to me.
Tori: Have you ever had an exposure to the criminal justice system and how did that impact you?
Participant: Well I had enough times of getting locked up but I umm it affected me being away
from women, being away from family and friends and knowing that I’m loved on the outside and
not in. But at the end of the day my crime don’t fit the need to be sitting my ass in jail for some
shit that people out here doing some worse things than what I’m doing.
Tori: How do you define Black male masculinity? And what do you think shaped your own
masculinity?
Participant: It is basically like a growth and development thing. Like you know starting off
young, you a (stutters) young man and then you get older as a man. You get taught to go to
school do the right thing. Protect yourself, protect your family, and own up to things you need to
do as far as getting a job for yourself, house, crib, car, you know building a foundation for
yourself like a family you know.
Participant WJ’s interview mirrors results seen in numerous participants who came from
the East side of Chicago. As mentioned earlier, the East side of Chicago has some of the highest
dropout rates, poverty rates, crime rates and other obstacles all enforced by U.S institutions. This
participant shared stories similar to others interviewed who discussed how their educational
upbringing mirrored their outside world. And because of it, their motivation and the
opportunities for advancement were very limited.
Based on the results of scholars mentioned previously I began to wonder about the
connection of early childhood education, primary, and secondary education and how inequality
faced within this margin of Black men’s educational career affected their ability to enroll in
college as well as obtain a college degree. Because of this interest, I looked at research within
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all children must attend college to succeed, employing various Studies which investigate
interactions between employers and employees. Furthermore, Rosenbaum’s argument speaks to
creating more work based training or alternative curriculums within high schools. Rosenbaum
feels that if student’s experiences before college showed them that college was not the only
pathway to success, then the unemployment rates after high school and the college dropout rates
would decrease and success rates would increase. This research included numerous weaknesses,
such as arguing that education is not as important as obtaining a job. This type of mentality has
been inflicted into the minds of many students of color, who have not been pushed to go to
college because of the advisement to seek other avenues of financial gain. Although this research
looks at college students more in-depth, the investigation adds to my key ideas of how African
American male students’ background experiences affect their outcomes in regards to their
educational attainment/pursuit.

Below you will find data from in-person interviews for participant CJ:
Tori: What factors do you feel have impacted your life the most currently?
Participant: My children (high tone of voice) they blessed my life they changed my life all the
way around. I can’t lie I was a little bit of a hot head, little wild child. But you know when I
started growing up and realizing how big a education was and once the birth of my first daughter
came (pause) that changed me around completely. Now its more of so I don’t think just for
myself, I got to think for them, for everyone one of my actions has a reaction to their future,
opposed to my own.
Tori: Is there anything you want to add that may have had a positive or negative impact on your
life?
Participant: (high tone of voice) Positive impact on my life would be that I had a excellent
father. Cause my father has other kids, by other women. And just off the simple fact that I talk to
my sisters and brother, and they said that my father really wasn’t shit to them, didn’t do nothing
for them as a child. And you know things like, that would be my positive impact that my father
actually, I was blessed enough to have a father that actually did something for me and things like
that. A negative impact would be that ( extended pause) I lost my brother at a young age (pause).
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Not to no violence or anything, he is dead or anything, but I lost him to the system. I was
fourteen fifteen when I lost my brother so that really had a negative impact on my life. Because I
had my father but he was always sick with cancer, yeah he had heart disease and everything like
that so I didn’t have a male role model that was actually embedded into my life. So I guess that
would be the negative part.
Tori: Because you all have really touched on your upbringing already I am going to ask you all
do you think you have ever experienced in your life based on a dramatic event?
Participant: Umm (pause) ( high tone of voice) the real major turning point, I was turning my life
around before this I was trying to at least. The major turning point was when I first got shot.
When I first got shot, It was due to gang violence, but it wasn’t targeted gang violence. It was
like a dude thought he was gone try to rob me and it just show you like how quick (snaps fingers)
your life can be taken away. Like my mother, till this day will tell me I died on that table (high
tone of voice), I died on that table! So just the thought of her losing, my father losing me, at that
time my oldest daughter was born. I just I can not go through that, nobody is going to take care
of them but me so.
Tori: Where were you born and raised?
Participant: I was born in Atlanta Georgia you know (high tone of voice) College Park. Umm I
was raised in Chicago though. I briefly lived on 64th and Morgan and then you know I moved
around 86th and Jeffery you know and this has been where I have been raised all my life. This is
all I know, I love my community, it is a good community.
Tori: Besides what you all have already stated about your community influence on your
upbringing, is there anything you want to add?
Participant: Seeing this community change because when I first got around here it was a lot of
diversity, it was umm diverse at first. It was still some white umm people around here so it was
still a lot of diversity around here. And just seeing how this community changed and the people
changed. It went from being diverse to the strictly Black folk, and seeing how quickly Black
folks can change everything and (pause). It caused a lot of crime a lot of drugs and everything
then it got good (high tone of voice). It like got good out of nowhere ! The drugs slowed down
the crimes slowed down this neighborhood really changed for the better. It’s really good not
everybody wants to move around here, no violence no crime. Like if you hear a police car or an
ambulance they flying past going to 79th or over east you know. It is nothing in this
neighborhood. The kids are amazing they do stuff for the kids, it’s a pretty decent neighborhood
for the south side of Chicago.
Tori: Have you ever been impacted by violence personally in your community?
Participant: (becomes very emotional)
Tori: Take your time I know that is a hard and difficult question.
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Participant: All I am going to say about that is rest in peach Maxwell that was one of my homies!
That’s all I am going to say about that (low tone of voice).
Tori: Do you feel that you have ever been exposed to Afrocentricity in your life?
Participant: (pause) I can (high tone of voice) say I wasn’t introduced to until my junior and
senior year in high school cause I went to CAS high school. And that was a different lifestyle
than (chuckles) as opposed to me going to CVS or Bogan or Morgan park. And I didn’t really get
introduced to it until my junior and senior year. The fact that I learned it and learned differently,
it was amazing (high tone of voice)! It was a lot of things I didn’t know about my culture, about
my people about my race until I was taught this. I was never really one to just look into because
it never really came up in the classroom so.
Tori: What if any colleges or universities did you attend?
Participant: Umm I did the out of State umm college I went to UGA for a little while. I did not
really enjoy that cause I was a real close family person. Then I went to Eastern Illinois, and it
was cool it was a nice experience for me. It was just I didn’t finished there, I should have
buckled down and finished there but then I went to Olive Harvey Community College.
Tori: Do you think educational institutions are obligated to helping you understand and shape
your identity as Black male?
Participant: Yeah major, major for real! Cause what if I would have known now what I would
have known coming up I would have buckled down and did what you got to do, shut up in class
and do your homework, get good grades. You know like pass your test and everything like that,
it would have made me a way better man, a way better father than what I am today. It umm umm
shaped it shaped me in the way of physically, mentally, and emotionally. Like it is amazing (high
tone of voice) that’s all I can say.
Participant CJ was very enthusiastic during the entire interview. He seemed very eager to
discuss his desires in life, goals, upbringing etc. Data collected from this interview hints towards
a generational evolvement of participant CJ and his father, as well as the impact of community
and the CPS education system. Participant CJ like most participants in my research, were eager
to attend college. However, often participants expressed that they were ill equipped to complete
their degree which I argue circles back to data investigating their educational upbringing.
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Researcher Michelle Alexander who is also a civil rights lawyer and writer, investigates
35

in her text The New Jim Crow m
 ass incarnation in American . Alexander particularly focuses
on African Americans. Alexander, investigates topics such as discrimination, socio-economically
disadvantaged populations, and issues pertaining to other minority groups. Her biggest argument
is that the widespread era of mass incarceration, which is the replica of the previous jim crow
era. Alexander investigates topics such as the The War on Drugs and how it affected
African-American communities. Additionally, Alexander investigates the “school-to-prison
pipeline,” which as described in the text funnels out of children of color from public schools
across the country into the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Alexander’s analysis points
towards the fact that many of these children have learning disabilities or histories of poverty,
abuse, or neglect, and would benefit from additional educational resources, community outreach
and counseling services and most importantly a change in the education and criminal justice
system. As seen in Alexander's text, the high trends of drop out rates in communities such as the
city of Chicago South, East and West side directly correlate with high arrest records which I
examined earlier as well as the increase incarceration rates nationwide within Black and Brown
communities.

The school to prison pipeline is so successful as apart of the education and criminal
justice system because inside of schools and prison you can see an adjacent implementation of
the “Zero-tolerance” policy which criminalizes minor infractions inside school. Similarly, in
urban school districts, such as the city of Chicago in the CPS system, cops have a heavy presence
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inside the school hallways. And this presence leads to students being criminalized for behavior
that should more than often be handled inside the school.
Below is more data from the interview of participant HJ:
Tori: Yeah definitely, have you ever had any exposures with the police or criminal justice
system?
Participant: (pause) Umm yeah! I would say at Knox I was arrested for I guess you could say
disturbing the peace and (pause) they were just very umm dismissive of my feelings yeah. That’s
one of the times I can think of. And now I deal with it because I work in a high school. When
there is a major issue they call the police and that really really bothers me. I would say this, I
haven’t dealt with it directly and I have been fortunate to not deal with it directly but through
other people. But a lot of my student have dealt with it so indirectly I have dealt with it. Umm
and just like students saying fuck the police in front of the police and then actually being arrested
for stuff like. Or police officers like constantly patting them or checking them like yeah.
Tori: Do you think your identity as a Black man impacted that experience with the police?
Participant: Yes! Umm because it is everywhere, you see the police (pause). Actually I will say
this because I am short and light skinned I do not pose a threat to the police. If I was tall and dark
skinned or even brown skin my experience would be 100% different. And I am very fortunate
and very aware of my color and aware of the different challenges I face and challenges I don’t
face. But umm I still see what my brothers and sisters, not just brothers, deal with on a regular
bases. Just from you know like driving around the city, north, south it doesn’t really matter. But
driving and seeing someone get pulled over and it is three police cars or you see like two people,
two Black men being arrested and it is like five police cars. And it is just like I don’t understand
why you need that for two people. It never made sense to me from the way they interact with the
homeless all over the city. Umm and how they’re dismissive, I will say this, I unfortunately have
been in the presence of umm females in my life being abused by men. And when they call the
police, they are very dismissive of their feelings. And you see it on the new or in real life yeah.
Participant HJ as described in his interview is a teacher inside the inner city Chicago area.
His experiences speak to those who witness the effects of the school to prison pipeline as well as
the criminalization of Black and Brown youth. Additionally, participant HJ experiences represent
someone who has experienced the Chicago Police Department on multiple occasion, and has
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accurately examined his own opinions of CPD biases against people of color on a education,
cultural level.
Criminal Justice System
Each of my research participants, no matter what qualifying interview group they were
part of, had some experience with the criminal justice system. Although each story varied, most
participants spoke of being verbally and physically harassed by CPD, often while not commiting
a crime at all. Few spoke from the perspective of understanding, they almost seemed accepting
of CPD tactics, feeling that such extreme measures of policing are necessary in such a high crime
rate city. All participants no matter their variation of backgrounds noted that the CPD, that the
American criminal justice system is biased towards people of color.

World renowned activist Angela Davis takes an in depth look at the connections between
criminal justice system, violence and the daily struggles of people of color globally against a
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Carceral state . Davis’ analysis looks at the ideas of oppression throughout history and
currently, on a global scale. One of Davis main investigations looks at the BLM movement
inside of one its own birthplaces Ferguson, Missouri following the death of Michael Brown.
Davis looks at the Carceral state and the various institutions that keep it running. During her
investigation, Davis highlights the importance of Black feminism, intersectionality, and prison
abolitionism for the current issues seen in our society.

Similar to Davis’ investigation that "Freedom is a constant struggle”, I also aim to
investigate how each participant of my research is part of a nation wide crisis of racism,
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oppression, race based gentrification, police brutality, and the school to prison pipeline.
Participants from various backgrounds showed just how on a day to day basis the criminal justice
system through various agencies, such as the CPD express racism and use militant tactics.

To reiterate these claims, below is data from the interview of participant DD:
Tori: Is there anything you want to add that may have had a positive or negative impact on your
life?
Participant: Umm (pause) (takes deep breath) definitely being being Black outside of America is
totally different than being Black inside of American (chuckles). I never really understood
Blackness until I got to American. Everybody looked like me in Jamaica and the people who
didn’t look like they were like “oh the Chinese man from down the street or the white lady up the
block”, you know. But when I got here I had to distinctly separate the two, I had to know
someone who was Mexican what they looked like or someone who was Black looked like. Like I
couldn’t say Black to African people because they might take that offensive. It made me (pause)
(stutters) the same way it made me (pause) not ignorant it also me made me realize I was
ignorant. Umm so it negatively, like when I said “oh hey that white girl, and she would say “oh
no I am Mexican”, being in fifth grade I was like oh I am going to get beat up after school
(chuckles). Stuff like that! So it was definitely educational, but it was also still like an
embarrassment not knowing so.
Tori: Let us talk about where were you born, and where you were raised, and current hometown.
Participant: I was born in Kingston Jamaica, rough as hell (chuckles) rough (nods head to
emphasize statement)! Umm I lived there till I was about eleven. We lived on the north side in
like Rogers park area. Umm it was umm balance. It was some rough moments, but there it was
supposed to be this quiet neighborhood. Umm (pause) (smacks lips), my dad he (pause) he, we
just kept moving like every year. So we went from the north side to like a little bit east, then we
didn’t like that so we moved Evanston. Then we was like we don’t like this either, then we went
to the South Side I remember living on like 71st and Jeffery and like right on the street.
(chuckles) I remember New Years bullets flying through the windows (chuckles)! I was like I am
never coming back to visit here (chuckles)! I wouldn’t even go outside! You wasn’t about to get
me killed. So umm I went to Knox and then after Knox I came back and lived on the West Side
close to umm the United Center. Then moved to Texas for forty two days (chuckles). It was good
but it is the most racial biased, umm classiest like place I have ever lived in. So then I moved
back here and I now live in Andersonville which is about fifteen minutes away from where I
grew up.
Tori: Umm so how do you feel that your Chicago community impacted you growing up?
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Participant: It definitely makes you strong. If you can live in Chicago you can live and deal with
anywhere! Like I remember when I realized I was a Black male and I was touchable umm it was
one Sunday morning I was leaving my aunts house and I was going back to our house. It was
about a thirty minute walk, but I like to walk because it clears your head. So I am dancing and
walking down the street, it was a good Beyoncé song on (chuckles). I was jamming! (pause)
(looks up briefly) You know when someone is behind you and you can feel them but you are not
paying attention, cause like I am jamming on Sunday morning. Like it is eleven O’clock in the
morning, who is going to stop me. I’m dancing and then all of a sudden the person push me and I
turned around and I was literally standing under the barrel of a gun. And I like (pause) I look
over and it was a police officer, and he said someone called and said it was this Black man
disturbing the peace. And I was like “I am just going home!”. (stutters) I umm I did not know
that could happen to me you know. It was never the thought like me, at sixteen, and this was
before the like all the police shootings going on. At times now I go back and I am just like wow!
I didn’t hear him, what if, (pause) I had a hoodie on. And it did (high tone of voice) it did look
like he was calling me for a while cause he was out of breathe for a moment. And I was just like
what if he didn’t you know (pause) ask and took what that person called and said. At that
moment before then I was untouchable. Then I realized I am not untouchable, I am not as
innocent as I am because of whatever a person’s opinion of me might be. That was when I knew
what community I lived in. Cause before that it was all love, it was a romanticized feeling of a
community because I would say hi to neighbors, their kids go to the same school as me, we
would even go to the park and play. And in that moment it wasn’t anymore, I was just shook. I
stepped into someone else neighborhood. I didn’t realize it was like that until that very moment.
Tori: Umm so let us keep going on community. Have you ever been impact personally by
violence within your community?
Participant: Yeah definitely! I am going to say majority of my friends from elementary school
are dead. Yeah like and every year the number keeps growing you know. And I am always like
how is this possible. Like these are smart people, smart kids, that I am never going to see again.
Umm because they made a decision or a decision was made for them. (pause) (takes deep breath)
And I am talking like every year somebody else is added to that list. I had a friend who was a
cool kid, athlete, umm went to high school and was top of his class. He was walking home one
night and had a umm (takes deep breath) this was when Ipads where like really big. He was
walking home watching a match on his Ipad and someone wanted a Ipad, and like before he
could run off somebody else was waiting for him and stabbed him up completely. And I am just
like that was unnecessary. I had another friend who was walking his baby in a stroller, umm and
he got shot up due to mistaken identity. The baby was okay but like you know, that a person who
will never get to see their child’s first birthday. So like definitely family in Jamaica, it is always a
different. Like in Chicago its gang against gang in Jamaica its family against family. (uses hands
to emphasize proximity) Or this side of the street versus this side. Like this close (high tone of
voice)! Umm so family has been impacted so much. I don’t even go home to funerals anymore. I
just send money and say get something nice, do something nice. And that’s like the community
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that we live in you know. It is so different being on like both spectrums, because I know who
killed you but I can’t say anything because I got family down there who might get killed if you
go to the police. You don’t want to tell or snitch but these people life depend on it. Umm and
over here it’s a code you use, so definitely a impact.
Tori: So besides the one incident you described is there anything else you want to add about
experiences with the police?
Participant: I have been stopped just for walking! I mean put in cuffs. Like I am fourteen, fifteen,
. And then again at eighteen. Just because I was walking in jeans and a hoodie. And it is like at
first I would look at these things and you know say well “what happened to so and so down the
street was because he was sagging his pants or whatever” and I don’t sag my pants or have the
most manly walk. But what that to happen to me, cause I was wearing a grey hoodie and some
jeans and some Air force ones shoes. You know or I was wearing a hat as a kid and question you
know about where I was going who I know around my community. And my house is two blocks
down the street, how do you justify that. Umm (pause) and the second time it was because it was
like 10:30pm and I was walking from the park and the officer was like “so why you out so late?”
and I was like “I am going home” you know you are stopping me. And I was put in the back seat
and I was so confused like for what (high tone of voice)! You know but once again someone felt
uncomfortable with a Black person walking home late at night, and I am like where do I go!
Should I drive everywhere at night! So like four times yeah! And I think about them now
because like I was so young and I am like wow! I could have been one of those kids who are on
poster or t-shirts and stuff you know who were wrongfully killed. And sadly some of the times
they were officers of color and I mean like how can I be mad at you for doing your job because
somebody else said that I am a threat to them in their house, when I was outside.
Dying Young in my community
While in Chicago, conducting my one on one interviews for my research, I began to
notice a trend between a large sum of my participants, specifically those who had exposure to the
criminal justice system within the United States. This trend pointed at a proclaimed fear of
shortened projections of total life expectancy. Although not every one of my African Americans
male participants proclaimed this fear of a shortened life expectancy for themselves, more than
75% of my participants expressed a worry of early death for their family, friends, etc. All of their
expressed concerns pointed to people within the African American racial demographic group,
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specifically within the city of Chicago by certain communal divides. As I expressed earlier the
Cardinal breakdown of Chicago highlights its poverty stricken, high crime, high dropout rates
and some its highest death tolls. Research participants concerns of a shortened life expectancy
were rooted in community violence, such as gun violence, or death by the hands of police
officers within the criminal justice system.

Below you will find data from in person interviews for participant FP:
Tori: Tell me a little about your upbringing?
Participant: Umm my upbringing was me and my grandmother and my two, well three sisters
and my three brothers. And we just basically grew up in the projects, Rockwell gardens located
on Jackson and Western. So basically when we was there (pause), at first it was just me and my
grandmother there cause my dad passed and my mom basically gave me to my grandma, and had
her raise me causes she couldn’t see my face throughout her entire life cause they was engaged
and all this crap. And when he passed I was a spit image of him, I am basically a spit image of
him and that destroyed her, and basically caused her to get strung out on drugs. And then my
grandmother raised me and my oldest (pause) of my two sisters and my oldest brother moved in
when I was about eight. And it was all five of us in a one bedroom apartment up in the projects.
(takes a deep breath) Then my sister got older my brother got older and they was in gangs. Umm
my oldest sister was at Crane and umm playing basketball and volleyball and she became
pregnant and then we moved to Cicero and Congress, and then my grandmother had bought a
house and she moved our like (stutters) her entire kids family. So like me and my mom and her
kids, (pause) (begins stating names at a low tone of voice) my auntie and her four other kids in to
a two flat apartment and everybody got a room. And then her kids was staying in like this house
in these rooms with him. And you know from like research when you have like people in one
area with low resources things become a problem, so that’s what happened. Basically growing up
that way, and then we branched out into the streets. (pause) From every boy in my family to
every girl, some went to GD’s some went to Foes, myself personally, I was jumped in (chuckles)
into conservative Vice lords. And then basically we fight constantly, I kept fighting up until my
junior year of high school and then basically just having a daughter that opened my eyes. And
then having a football coach that constantly challenged me to do something better than what my
family did. And even though I was still playing football, and still had a daughter, I was still gang
banging and selling weed. Umm shooting at people, people shooting at me, getting jumped on. I
had my collar bone broke, my stern was fractured, my ribs was broken. Umm I also almost lost
my life after getting jumped on, I retaliated and after that they retaliated. Then after that it was
just a bunch of drama. When I went away to Knox it was peaceful like I like that. The only
drama I had was seeing my daughter other than I ain’t have a problem. And then my summer of
my freshman year I just went back to selling drugs and gang banging. Didn’t want to go back to
Knox, and then I got into a huge fight and got arrested for the fight and then basically the judge
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told me to go back to college or she would sit me down. I went back to Knox! I went for my
sophomore year and played football and then got arrested for a fight with the quarterback at
Knox and then basically I settled down and things started to take place for me. I also then had to
cut my hair also.
Tori: So you touched on it already but is there anything that cause you to having a turning point
in your life?
Participant: Umm also basically people caring (pause), that’s not something you get a lot. So like
my coach and my advisor teacher in high school they gave me that, that love I didn’t receive at
home. And basically they pushed me to do better, they pushed me to do better. And so that’s
what one of the turning points. And then having my daughter. Like having her I stopped
gangbanging and being in the streets as much, and then almost losing my life I’m completely off
streets I ain’t gone be, I am done! I am not hanging out, I ain’t going to no parties, I ain’t going
to be into anymore situations cause it was like (pause) even though I am still alive it was a scary
place to see my life almost gone like (snaps finger) that! And I am still here.
Tori: So tell me where you were born and raised?
Participant: So umm (pause) it is called, I was born in a area called the jungle that’s the street
name, but it was Western & Jackson. Umm so yeah I grew up there, we was there for like five
years then we moved to K-Town. So basically from Cicero to Pulaski, and my whole life I grew
up in that area. So basically when I left Western & Jackson, then moved to Cicero & Pulaski, I
went to the village, the little village which is basically everything from 16th and Pulaski to 26th
and Western. After that I grew up in the North Lawndale, actually I went to the Austin
community and that’s where I really got pushed in gang banging in the Austin area. After that I
moved to Lawndale, most of my college life I lived in Lawndale. Then after leaving college and
getting a job everything I moved to Hyde Park.
Tori: Do you think your community had any effects on your upbringing?
Participant: Umm yeah all the ways (chuckles) (high tone of voice)! So basically Austin, so I
can’t remember the real name of the Jungle, so we gone just call it the Jungle. I don’t remember
anything from over there, Cicero, like a little bit. But in the Austin area that when I had
everything, my first kiss my first girlfriend, my first fight, like gangs my first time selling drugs.
In every way my community was (pause) I was a product of my environment. And it showed me
how to fight it showed me how to love, how to care and how not to care for people. So that area
had a big impact on me, it raised me into the person I am today.
Tori: Besides what you have already mentioned, have you been impacted personally by violence
in your community?
Participant: Umm my cousin passing that was one thing. I was away for college so that triggered
like a lot. And umm also in eighth grade I got robbed by like seven people, it was on my birthday
too. I got robbed, got pistol whipped with a nine millimeter. And that just kind of turned that
cold savage type of person into me. And also seeing my auntie die in front of me, I never speak
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about it, but my whole family watching them break down and I am just sitting there trying to
keep everybody from breaking down and I had to be the strong one. And basically helping her
come back to life, in my grandma bed, and my grandma was holding her. That was another thing
that, and she was strung out on drugs so she overdosed and that was (tone of voice drops
significantly) something that impacted me.
Pariticant FP proclaimed involvement in gangs and street violence highlights some of the activity
multiple participants addressed during their interviews. Each participant had drastic stories about
how their communities showed them the harsh realities of what living on Chicago’s South, West
and East side entailed. Most of these stories showed why participants felt the need to leave or
stay in their communities.

Today, according to Dr. Bijou R. Hunt et all, research analysis of African Americans
within the city of Chicago, they found that overall African Americans have a total projected life
expectancy of less than 69 years of ages, whereas white Americans have projected life
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expectancy of 79 years of age . As I have mentioned previously, alongside the African
American racial demographic group, Hispanics are dominating the population of the South/East
and West side of Chicago. However, the total life expectancy for Hispanic Chicago residences is
far higher than those of the Chicago African American population. Hispanics, specifically
looking at those who come from the same neighborhoods in which my participants draw from
and proclaimed their fear of facing an early death. Hispanics currently have a life expectancy of
over 81 years of age, one of the highest overall racial group life expectancies within the city of
38

Chicago . Currently, African Americans ages 20-34, have homicide or violence as their number
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two most detrimental cause of death within the state of Illinois. Chicago’s South/East side
currently hold an almost doubled overall crime rate compared to the nation’s average. To
reiterate the current homicide rate within Chicago, below is graph 8 which compares the
homicide rate within the city of Chicago overall in 2016 compared to the overall homicide rate in
1985 in Chicago:

Graph 8
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This graph shows a dramatic increase during the turn of the twentieth century in
homicides within the city of Chicago. Comparably, Chicago's South/East and West sides hold a
large quantity of locations of the homicides committed within the city.

University of Chicago Crime Lab. (2017, January). Gun Violent in Chicago, 2016. Web.
https://urbanlabs.uchicago.edu/attachments/store/2435a5d4658e2ca19f4f225b810ce0dbdb9231cbdb8d702e784087469ee3/UChic
agoCrimeLab+Gun+Violence+in+Chicago+2016.pdf
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Chapter 3: All Black Lives Matter
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My World
There is a little corner of the world I call home, the city of Chicago. I previously provided
a brief history of Chicago and analyzed the impact large institutions have had on the lives of men
and women. Now I want to let you explore the world, where I was born and raised, the East side
of Chicago. The East side is the closest cardinal location of Chicago to Lake Michigan. This
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large body of water is close to one hundred years old, and 1,400 miles long . Although Lake
Michigan creates a border around the city and takes up much of the East side of Chicago, it
provides one of the best pieces of scenery to Chicago’s residents and tourists and even speaks to
a lot to Chicago’s history.

Lake Michigan was an active part of the water transit hub during the large wave of
employment opportunities through factory work and exporting of raw materials. Most factories
in Chicago claimed their biggest asset was that they were able to produce goods and export them
by train and boat, both transportation modes located primarily on the East Side. The city’s
lakefront is where you will find museums, small high class restaurants and hotels, and one of
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Chicago’s biggest parks districts, the South Shore Cultural Center . The huge castle-like
structure of the South Shore Cultural Center makes it stand out. I learned how to dance in this
very place. I learned what African cultural drums and celebration were inside the walls of this
Cultural Center. As a child I would run home after spending hours in a place I thought could
only be a fairy tale. I would cut through the train tracks which run far up North to South Chicago
suburbs.

Pure Michigan. (2019). Great Lakes - Lake Michigan. W
 eb. https://www.michigan.org/michigan-s-great-lakes/lake-michigan
Chicago Park District. (2019). South Shore Cultural Center Park. Web.
https://www.chicagoparkdistrict.com/parks-facilities?title=south+shore&field_location_type_target_id%5B%5D=381
40
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My East side world was not fancy lakefront mansions, or high scale restaurants. I come
from the other East side of Chicago, where the classes clash, where the police harass and patrol,
rather than station their horses in a corral and relax as they do only a few blocks up. Much of the
South Shore Cultural Center park is covered in high end golf courses and horse stables, which
often are rented to wealthy Chicago residents. Only a few miles South of this same park you will
find Former President Barack Obama’s permanent residence. As much beauty as is in this park,
this small piece of what I call heaven on earth was never able to prevent the violence that
surrounds it.

My East side of Chicago is comprised of hundreds of small apartment buildings, so many
in fact that when I first saw a house in my neighborhood I ran and told my friends and we snuck
to see what a real backyard looked like. The main streets of my neighborhood are Stony Island
Avenue and Jeffery Avenue, both of which travel through the city of Chicago far North and
South and there are only a few bus lines that run these distances and directions. Though I have
not lived in this neighborhood for years, I can still close my eyes and visualize the four corners
of the city that made up my childhood, my world.

On Saturday afternoons my mom and I would walk three blocks east to Jeffery Avenue
and shop at the local clothing store. The name of this clothing store escapes my memory now,
but I can still see myself walking in, barely tall enough to see the Indian man who I came to
know as the owner of this establishment. We mostly bought school uniforms and dress socks for
my non traditional Afrocentric school, which was less than a mile away from where we stood.
Once we finished shopping, our ritual was to eat out at a local fast food restaurant called Baba’s.
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Most of the time our order, our routine stayed exactly the same. We walked in the same footsteps
of these small blocks so much I believe our footprints had to be ingrained into the sidewalk for
all of eternity. As we walked home, every Saturday, slushies spilling all over my nice Saturday
outfit, my mother would tell me about how this neighborhood looked when she was younger.

When middle class folks lived on the East side, Black people were rarely residents. My
mother could actively recall coming down from the Cabrini Green housing projects located in
upper North/South side Chicago, to see the beautiful booming small middle class community
these Chicago East side residents had built for themselves. Before I move on, it is important I
explain the importance of the housing projects. Cabrini Green was one of many housing projects
located in Chicago. Cabrini Green in particular was created in the 1940s on Chicago’s Near
42

North/ South Side . It encompassed barracks-style row houses and 23 large yellowish towers.
The buildings themselves contained roughly 3,600 units. The Chicago Housing Authority
(C.H.A),which like most government run capitalist institutions fed off of people of color, their
poverty, and their lack of understanding of what gentrification was. During my mother’s
43

adolescent years, C.H.A. controlled a total of over 42,000 apartments in Chicago . That’s
42,000 families, all under the mercy of one institution. My mother would often confess how she
never imagined living here on the East side would be like this. She never thought a place so full
of jobs and activity would look so drained of life, so poverty stricken, and so full of people who
racially looked like her. I now have come to realize that the East side of Chicago my mother saw
as a child was the one filled with factory workers. Gentrification drove her family from the
Cabrini Green housing projects to the East side during the late 1980’s. Most of my family can
42
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still be found or traced back to East side Chicago.

When visiting home now as an adult, most of the East side still remains the same. Some
businesses have left and new ones similar to the old ones have taken their place, the clothing
store from my child being one of these businesses. Baba’s restaurant is still open alongside the
local currency exchanges and corner stores. It wasn’t until recently that I had the chance to walk
in my childhood Saturday afternoon footsteps.

Rest in Peace Harith August
On the hot summer day of July 14th, 2018, I was leaving downtown Chicago after a long
day of interviewing participants. I was sitting on a cramped and hot Chicago Public Transit
Authority (CTA) Jeffery Boulevard bound city bus. The city’s CTA allocate limited bus lines to
run North and South side. This policy was similar to those implemented in many
gentrified/segregated cities where Black and Brown people live and the city aims to limit who
comes in and out of certain neighborhoods. More specifically, seeing that Chicago is a huge
national tourist site due to its large infractures, natural aesthetics, history and even political
influences, this separation through communal segregation serves as a way to minimize the
number of tourists who wander into certain neighborhoods. I have come to know that this
segregation was the result of gentrification and impacted people of color from Northern
communities, such as the housing projects, to certain communities located throughout Chicago.
It is ironic that these communities with higher numbers of people of color, more specifically poor
people of color have higher crime rates and police presence. Well on this hot summer day I
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realized one of the ways higher police presence can and frequently does lead to disastrous events.

If you ever have been to Chicago as a tourist who so happened to travel to the more urban
parts of Chicago, or you happen to have lived in Chicago as a resident, or even in general lived
in a city that used segregation as a way to gentrify certain communities full of people of color,
you know the moment you leave downtown the aura in the air, alongside the physical
appearance of the houses, the communities, the amount of litter and trash even the color of the
people, changes, racially and by class.

When I was a teenager, when life got too busy, too crazy, too loud I would ride this bus
back and forth around the city, watching the passengers change at each stop went from North to
South. On July 14th, the bus pulled up to its usual stop in front of South Shore Cultural Center’s
main gates. A few passengers had begun to exit the doors when a loud lightning sound rang out.
Everyone on the bus hit the floor, hoping to be out of harm's way of the bullets we all knew were
right outside. After a few moments the driver began to move forward, after making sure the bus
passengers were okay. As the bus made its wide turn to pass the park and lose sight of the lake, I
saw what I will never forget, a lifeless body and hundreds of CPD uniformed police officers.

According to various news channels, Harith Augustus was a barber at the local South
Shore Barber Shop, which was only one block from where he was killed. National news
coverage reported that late Saturday afternoon, Augustus walked from his place of work to the
local corner store to take a break. As Augustus walked towards the store three or more police
officers approached him, claiming that he presented “exhibiting characteristics of an armed
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person” . Because of this, officers claim they gave verbal warnings for Augustus to stop
walking. One of the CPD officers stated that a weapon was spotted on Augustus’s waist, which
was later acknowledged to be Augustus’s registered firearm. Nonetheless, this was said to have
provoke CPD officers to act accordingly.

The CPD officers claimed to have given a verbal command for Augustus to place his
hands up when he began to act erratically and attempted to go for his firearm. This led CPD
officers to shoot and kill him, firing more than three shots into Augustus. The initial contact of
CPD officers with Augustus and the shooting of Augustus happened within a matter of seconds.
Allegations, made by CPD officers of the death of Augustus followed the release of one of the
CPD officers body camera footage. Two videos of the same CPD body camera footage were
released to the public. Both videos were released to the public without audio, audio which was
recorded and available. To this day, audio has not been released, a demand which has been made
by the Black Lives Matter movement, the general public, the family of Harith Augustus and the
family’s personal attorney. As someone who watched the video of this murder, I do not see what
these officers saw. I see the stop and frisk mentality implemented by CPD officers as they
singled out Augustus. I see Augustus reacting to CPD officers blindly approaching him from
behind and grabbing his body aggressively. I also see Augustus’s body hitting the ground after
bullets tore through his flesh. Let me make this clear: the police have always and will continue to
unjustly kill people of color. I say this statement on a national and an international level. Within
the last six years, the city of Chicago has seen close to five hundred police-induced shootings,
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one hundred and seventy Chicago citizens wounded by CPD gun violence, and almost a hundred
45

people killed by CPD . Keep in mind this data does not include shootings or incidents where
CPD targeted individuals were not wounded or killed. If this data was included, the number of
CPD police shootings would reach the thousands. Furthermore, almost every five days a CPD
officer fires his or hers gun. Four of every five police induced shootings in Chicago targeted an
46

African American individual . To further engage this analysis of race and police profiling and
police shootings, I have included two graphs (graph 9 & 10), which show a five year synopsis
(2010-2015) of CPD shootings by race of victims as well as race of CPD officers:

Graph 9
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Graph 10
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This data alone is tragic and hints towards racial profiling by the CPD. These graphs show two
things: the race of targeted individuals and the race of police officers who initiate police
shooting. Too often CPD white officers fire their firearm, unjustly shooting or killing people.
More often than not individuals at the end of their gun barrels are people of color. In regards to
the Harith Augustus shooting, an analysis of the body cam video showed the officers involved
were white and Black. Many officers who unjustly fire their firearms go unprosecuted.

Rest In Peace LaQuan McDonald
One of the more well-known cases of CPD racial bias shooting is the murder of Laquan
McDonald. On October 20, 2014, Laquan McDonald, a seventeen year old Chicago teen, was
49

walking down Pulaski Road, a main West side road in Chicago . According to various media
outlets, a call was made to CPD dispatch that an individual physically resembling McDonald was
breaking into vehicles and damaging multiple cars. Nearby CPD officers Thomas Gaffney,
Joseph Walsh, and Jason Van Dyke were first to arrive on the scene. According to these three
CPD officer’s report, as they arrived to Pulaski Road and spotted McDonald, they noticed his
erratic behavior. As they drew closer, they claimed to have seen a weapon, a three inch closed
pocket knife, in McDonald’s hands. Car dash camera footage released to the general public over
one year after McDonald’s death allowed the public to see the moments that led up to his
murder. No audio was initially released. Furthermore, as seen on the released video and partially
evident in the CPD officer’s police report, McDonald’s death occurred only six seconds after
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CPD officers pulled up to McDonald.

McDonald is approached by a CPD vehicle, more than twenty feet away, with sirens
blazing. CPD officers Van Dyke, Walsh and Gaffney then exit their vehicle with guns drawn and
approximately fifteen feet away from McDonald. Officer Van Dyke in less than six seconds
makes the judgement that McDonald was a threat to the armed CPD officer’s lives with his
closed three inch pocket knife and proceeds to shoot McDonald sixteen times. As seen in the
video, officer Van Dyke empties and reloads multiple gun clips during his murder of McDonald.

I would like to note that the reason for McDonald being stopped as a suspect in the
nearby Pulaski Road car thefts are very similar to reasons associated with CPD officers stopping
Harith Augustus. So called erratic behavior, fearing for my life and legal weapons on Black and
Brown bodies seem to be an immediate reaction of shoot to kill for United States police officers
to act and kill as they see fit. I additionally want to add at no time was McDonald observed by
CPD officers breaking into any vehicles, so upon him being named in the six seconds CPD
officers allocated to play judge, jury and executioner, to actually see if McDonald's was a person
of interest or a threat as they claimed is completely false. This also applies to Harith Augustus
who at no point was seen doing anything illegal or disrupting the peace.

Both of these Black men were stopped for reasons that do not align with actual
probability or justice. Furthermore, all three CPD officers who witnessed and were in involved
in the murder of McDonald lied on their police report written immediately following the
incident. This was made public knowledge years following McDonald’s death and the
investigation that followed. Following the 2018 acquittal of conspiracy for lying on a police
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report, which is a felony, and for being an accomplice to Laquan McDonald’s murder, CPD
officers Wash and Gaffrey currently walk free. Former CPD officer Jason Van Dyke was
convicted of murder and sentenced to six years and nine months in jail. I have experienced
family and friends getting more than ten years in jail for parking tickets or dime bags of weed, so
I want to make it very clear I do not feel that justice was served in this case.

Throughout the almost five years this case took to go to trial, Van Dyke was free without
a formal charge and living with his wife and kids on paid CPD leave. At the time of McDonald’s
murder I was a teenager myself. I have family who I frequently visit, who live only steps away
from where this seventeen year old boy was killed. When I initially heard of his death from
news outlets and family and friends, I remember briefly thinking to myself how many times I
walked or drove over where he was killed by officers who swore to protect him. I wish I could
say that this was the first and only time I had this thought.

Protest Day
On the hot summer day of July 14 when I rode the CTA bus to my South side Chicago
residence, I saw what I will never forget. There are a few things that will forever paralyze me
with shock and fear about Augustus’s death: the moment I saw his lifeless body lying in the
street, or when I saw the boots of CPD officers circling Augustus like deadly predators circling
prey after a kill, or when I saw the video of the shooting from CPD officer body camera. Each
made me think of the hundreds of times I’ve walked or run on that very same piece of concrete. I
remembered every Saturday afternoon walking hand in hand with my mother, to this very spot,
so frequently I felt like our footsteps were molded into the pavement. My childhood kept
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flashing through my mind, remembering every time I had stopped and bought treats from that
very same store, or saw Augustus in the barbershop window working for a living to feed his
family. These thoughts race through my mind till this day.

As I sat on the CTA Jeffery Boulevard South bound bus, passing the scene of this murder
I remember sitting back in my seat for a few moments, trying to take in what was going on right
in front of me. Although this experience was a traumatic one, I do not ever recall being scared.
Bullets ring in the ears of poor inner city Black and Brown people all the time; the gun fire or the
death didn’t scare me. A few blocks down from the scene I decided to get off the bus and go
back. As I slowly walked back toward the scene, thinking of what I was walking back into, I
thought of other Black and Brown men and women who had also died due to the injustice of the
criminal justice system. Once I arrived, I stood for almost an hour waiting for an announcement
from the police, waiting for a statement from the Mayor of Chicago, anything. As I waited, I
decided to wait sit in a nearby restaurant. After sitting down I looked outside the large windows
of the restaurant and noticed Black Lives Matter (BLM) protesters beginning to arrive on the
scene. After waiting about an half hour I went outside and began to ask around to various BLM
protesters what was happening next. After receiving some information from a few people, the
BLM protest on South Shore transpired.

Before this day I had never really participated in any form of protest. I saw a BLM
protest once during my undergraduate years at a predominantly white institution, but I decided
not to participate and till this day I am not really sure why I didn’t. I have always supported the
BLM movement. I was often first in my white populated classes of undergrad and grad school to
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argue about the value of Black lives and the injustice and history of the criminal justice system.
My undergraduate degree focused on African diasporic history, so my awareness was already
sculpted. I think that particular day during undergrad I was angry and afraid. Fast forwarding to
the summer of 2018, I knew that evening, as I watched the sunset surrounded by almost burning
orange clouds, I was standing in solidarity with these people. The BLM protest and march did
not really transfire on the actual day of Augustus’s murder because of the heavy police presence
and crime scene restrictions. Most protestors stood in front of police barricades and shouted
various BLM chants. The chants and protest carried on for less than an hour before the CPD
began to expand its barricades and physically and verbally harass protesters. A few protesters
were reported to have been beaten, trampled, arrested and pepper sprayed this day. After a few
hours I decided I should head home.

The next day, after conducting more interviews for my research at the University of
Illinois at Chicago African American cultural center, I went back to South Shore and joined the
highly anticipated BLM protest. As my Jeffery Boulevard bus, which was now rerouted due to
the protest, pulled up a few blocks from where Augustus was murdered, I saw hundreds of
people. Black people from what I presume of various backgrounds stood in alliance with the
BLM movement this day. I felt some happiness in these moments as I took out my phone and
writing materials. As quickly as I arrived the protest began to move forward going West bound.
After snapping a few pictures and videos, navigating the crowd swiftly, I began to realize a
pattern amongst the protestors. Following my initial thoughts and confusion, I began to circle the
crowd of BLM protesters over and over again. I would start at the front of the crowd of
protestors, observing how it was mainly composed of middle aged Black men, and a few family
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members of Harith Augustus. Then I went through the middle of the crowd, noticing how it was
a mix of white protesters and younger Black males all shouting BLM chants. I then let the crowd
pass me, and observed who occupied the back ends of the crowd. It was here that I found the
president of Black Lives Matter Chicago chapter. I noticed her because she was amongst a group
of Black women all handing out water bottles and towels, flyers of information and other BLM
materials. As I walked up to this young lady who couldn't have been much older than me, I
introduced myself and I asked her who she was. She began to hurriedly explain that she was
BLM Chicago chapter president. We exchanged information and I stood briefly in shock. I
walked around recording and interviewing a few individuals who would later become
participants of my research.

As the crowd of protestors began to come to a stop at Augustus’s former place of work
the barber shop, I stood on top of an old bench and watched the crowd shift closer to the barber
shop entrance. A few middle aged Black men began to speak to the crowd and the news media
about the injustice of the United States’ criminal justice system. Following a few of these
speeches, a member of Augustus’s family began to talk about him, honoring his memory and
asking for donations for his now orphaned daughter.

Evolution
It did not take me long to realize my new shift in lens and experiences for my research.
Originally looking at the lives of Black men and how the education, criminal justice system and
carceral state has affected it was inadequate. Collecting the narratives of these Black men was
not speaking to the bigger picture of me as a Black woman in the interview space, as well as for
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millions of Black women in America in who are also affected by these institutions. Two major
shifts within my research occurred between July 14 & 15. One was witnessing the loss of life,
the murder of a Black man. All of my reading, researching, interviews and data collection
seemed to fall into place the moment I saw the criminal justice system doing exactly what all of
these Black men had continuously described to me. This aspect of my evolution also added
critical knowledge through having on site experience.

Additionally, this experience, more specifically the BLM protest following Augustus’s
murder, allowed me to see the hidden or unspoken role Black women play in formulating the
fight for justice and basic civil rights in this country. This discovery struck me the more I talked
to the BLM Chicago chapter president on the day of the protest and the days following it. The
more I navigated the crowd during the day of the protest, speaking to both Black men and Black
women, the more I learned of their positionality within this protest, the BLM movement and
their experiences. Speaking to both Black male and female protesters, what really seemed to
widen my awareness of the patriarchy that lays within the BLM movement and its structure,
were the various news reports. That evening on more than four different Chicago news media
outlets, the in person interviews that were recorded and aired on my television screen were not of
the Black women who actually pieced together the protest itself, or walked around for hours
holding together the crowd and the movement. The news this evening was not addressing
statistics of Black women who are killed each and every day across the country by police. This
night, every night, more often than not when the news discusses police killings, criminal
injustice, or shows Black activism the lens only focuses on Black men. This night I realized that
I myself was doing this exact same thing, encompassing and feeding patriarchy through my
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research focusing on only Black men when both the education and criminal justice institutions
aren’t just a Black man thing, they are a Black people thing. Black women see the inside of a jail
cell, encounter the deadly end of a police firearm as many times as Black men, and all injustices
need to be addressed.

Black Lives Matter
Before I go any further I want to make it clear I am not attacking the BLM movement in
any way. I personally, as an activist and intellectual have and will continue to dedicate my time
to this movement. I salute both men and women of any race who stand with BLM on an
international scale. However, I aim to bring light back to the origin of BLM as well as address
how this movement from its foundings encompassed the efforts made by Black women. These
women, these activists all deserve to have their voices heard, their efforts acknowledged.
Similarly, the various Black women in America who find themselves victims and prisoners to the
criminal justice system deserve to be acknowledged and fought for. Their stories deserve to stand
at the forefront of what we see in our media and discuss in our daily lives.

The Black Lives Matter social movement was started only a few years ago. One of the
founders Patrisse Cullors recently wrote an autobiography in which she mapped out her life
50

before and after becoming one of the founders of the BLM movement . In mapping out her life,
Cullors allows for readers to gather an understanding of how her family, even before her own
birth was impacted by United States institutions, especially the criminal justice and education
institution. Although BLM was not started by just one person, Cullors does a remarkable job
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laying out the foundation of the movement and how each founder became a cornerstone of what
we know as the BLM movement. The other co-founders of BLM are Opal Tometi and Alicia
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Garza . The BLM movement was started by an online social media conversation between these
three women. In 2013, George Zimmerman was acquitted of all charges for murdering an
unarmed seventeen year old Black teenager Trayvon Martin. The murder of Martin itself raised a
lot of controversy globally. His death is well known due to the circumstances of his
attack/murder as well as the signifiers of race and class between Zimmerman and Martin.
Furthermore, Zimmerman’s criminal investigation by Florida homicide police as well as the U.S.
justice system showed many Americans including myself just how real and current unlawful
killing of Black and Brown people was and just how present systematic racism is. In 2013 Alicia
Garza following the acquittal of Zimmerman of all criminal charges, wrote an online post in
which she claims was a letter to Black people. Within this online post Garza states Black lives
matter. Immediately following, Cullors responded to Garza’s post stating #BlackLivesMatter.
52

After collaborating with Tometi the BLM movement was officially born .

If you were to look up the mission statement of BLM on there official website, you
would see a few very open ended sentences about inclusivity and justice. These few words truly
represent what these women attempt to encompass within the BLM movement. The BLM
movement from its foundings fought for the recognition and criminal justice from the U.S.
systematic injustice of all Black and Brown people. This movement was also founded by three
LGBTQ+ people, so the fight for other equal rights in America has always been at its core.
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Additionally, the BLM movement has been accepted and carried by nationwide LGBTQ+
communities and social groups.

Similar to other social movements for the improvement of the quality of life of Black and
Brown people, the BLM movement emcompasses radicalism and pan africanism. My own
research looking at the criminal justice institution and the education institution on the lives of
Black men attempt to do similar things. I aim to broadcast the impact these two social
institutions have and show how they historically and currently embody injustice, capitalism and
racism against all Black people in the U.S. In doing so my investigation of the BLM movement
was intriguing especially following the protest of Augustus death. What I believe evolved my
work as I stated earlier is the recognition of the patriarchy embedded in our own lens of BLM
and how it is currently implemented in today’s society and media. Lastly, recognizing the
impact of Black women in all historical social movements and the current quality of live of
Black women in this country.

Writer Beverly Guy Sheftall in her anthology work Words of Fire provides an overview
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of the various women who have contributed to the fight for equality in this country . During
Sheftalls concise history of the beginning of the Black feminist movement she points out the
lineage of American Black social movements and how some of these very monumental
organizations, some are still running and active today. As pointed out in the text the three
founding mothers of feminism, Sojourner Truth, Mary Church Terrell, and Frances Ellen
Watkins Harper all embody what the early stages of Black feminism represented. These three
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women, two of whom were former slaves and domestic servants at various points in their life, all
come from unique and diverse backgrounds all stemming from a nineteenth century upbringings.
These three Black women represent a large mass of the early wave of the Black liberation
movement, through their race and gender. Furthermore, these women were fighting for equality
not just for themselves, but for the liberation of all Black people with their early support and
activism for the abolitionist movement.
Why does the Black women at every turn of this country's evolution rather monumental
or catastrophic, have to hold up the structure of society? For example, take a look at some of
America's most impactful civil rights efforts, such as the right to vote, desegregated classrooms,
women's right through countless efforts rooted in the black feminist movement. If you look at
these and other civil rights movement efforts and investigated who was at the center of starting
or advancing these efforts you will find a Black women. Many of the rights I and many people of
color have currently in this country come from the efforts made by Black women who marched,
organized, fought and died for change. When will the day come where the true advancement of
this nation did not come from the backs of women who look like me, or more importantly when
will these women be given the recognition they deserve. A few mentions during Black history
month, once a year a will not cut it! During Sheftall’s introduction she briefly states how the
labor of the Black women in America has yet to truly evolve for the economic and physical
benefit of themselves. As the text continues, various scholars such as Mary Church Terrell,
discuss the historical and current state of the Black female body in America.
Another common theme I began to observe throughout the text was the argument of does
race or gender come first for a Black woman. This characteristic of patriarchy has been seen in
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all Black social movements including the very first one, the abolition movement. One of the
most famous abolitionist Frederick Douglass, a friend to the Black feminist movement believed
that at certain points the support of the Black feminist movement should be channeled into the
abolition movement. I am not calling out Frederick Douglas. I am well aware that without his
efforts, we as people of color, would not understand freedom as we do today. However, I am
pointing out two things, one that social movements for the advance of Black people started in the
feminist movement. As well as even though at this point in history, Black women represented
what social movements were, they still were asked to put their needs for equality aside to help
the brothers out, how ironic that we see this same tactic and mindset today. This is how social
movements in this country began for the Black community “ Black women have consistently
played a leadership role in struggles against state violence—from the Underground Railroad to
the anti-lynching movement to the Civil Rights and Black Power movements to the current Black
Lives Matter movement—yet the forms of victimization they face at the hands of police are
consistently left out of social movement demands. Black women leaders are often asked to speak
only about their fears of losing their sons, brothers, partners, and comrades. Yet as the tragedies
that have befallen many Black women who have died at the hands of the police reveal, Black
women and girls also face real risks of lethal police violence, which must be contested along
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with those facing Black men and boys” . This identity ranking order made by white society and
infused into the Black community mind and body, I saw in full force the day of the Augustus
protest. As many Black feminist and feminist activist have argued women have always felt the
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hit of inequality rather by those of different races or genders, outside and within their own
communities.
Black Women and the Justice System
Researcher and author Andrea J. Ritchie of Invisible no more: Police violence against
Black women and women of color t akes a scholarly approach to the investigation of women of
color who have been victimized and experienced racial profiling, police brutality, and
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immigration implementation . In the era of Trump, which feeds the continued increased of all
women, more specifically women of color facing day to day mental, physical and emotional
discrimination and abuse, this text is much needed. Furthermore, Ritchie utilizes not only her
own personal narratives, but brings into analysis various female victims who have and have not
been popularized in the media and the BLM movement campaigns and protest. Additionally
Ritchie includes the conversation of LGBTQ+ women and the various institutions which affect
the lives of all genders and sexuialities within our American society. Ritchie begins the analysis
by examining historical components such as enslavement and colonization and how they have
led up to the current societal status and quality of life for Black women. What makes this piece
of work so powerful is that Ritchie not only discusses in great depth Black women, but also
various women of color who have previously and currently endured gender and racial
discrimination. Ritchie’s work not only takes on the bravest and the most ignored conversations
surrounding the quality of life of women of color, but she also provides several propositions as
what should be next for these various women and the movement that is still finding its footing.
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Currently, Black women from what I feel is the result of being consistently ignored by
their own communities and government, by not receiving proper drug, incarceration
rehabilitation attention, support and most importantly being over dependent on, Black women are
56

now the fastest growing prison population in the United States . What does this look like? Well
in 2014 it was reported that Black women regardless of age were twice as likely to be imprisoned
as white women, and Black women ages 18-19 were four times more likely to go to jail than
57

white women . Around the same time as the rise of BLM another social movement was created
called #SAYHERNAME. This movement strove to give Black women, regardless of age, sexual
orientation, class, etc the light they needed to address issues affecting them within the criminal
justice system “ Our hope is that this [movement] will honor the intention of the
#BlackLivesMatter movement to lift up the intrinsic value of all Black lives by serving as a
resource to answer the call for attention to Black women killed by police. . .police killings of
58

Black women that have not galvanized national attention or driven our discourse” . For
example, in New York City Black women were stopped just as many times as Black men,
however, little to no media attention was placed on this growing trend of discrimination against
Black women not just in New York City but nationally. Below I have included a graph (graph
11) which displays the data of New York City’s arrest by race and gender:
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Graph 11

59

This type of data shows why Black women are now the evergrowing target of the criminal justice
system and it also shows how in comparison to other races and genders, the crisis is just as
present “ The failure to highlight and demand accountability for the countless Black women
killed by police over the past two decades, including Eleanor Bumpurs, Tyisha Miller, LaTanya
Haggerty, Margaret Mitchell, Kayla Moore, and Tarika Wilson, to name just a few, leaves Black
women unnamed and thus underprotected in the face of their continued vulnerability to
60

racialized police violence” .
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Conclusion
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My contribution to the discussion of social justice in American is to show with my
research that there are millions of African American men and women like me who are being
brought up in inner cities in this country who hendure lives of deprivation. A marginalized,
oppressed, racist, sexist, homophobic experience should not be what people of color singularly
have in common in this country. Capitalism has created a nation which feeds off the oppression
of others, others who look like me. Chicago is one of many cities in which the institutions which
control every aspect of society, are designed to work against African American men and women.
I hope that by reading this thesis you have a deeper level of understanding of the injustice
American institutions have created historically to ensure a present day oppressive society for
Black and Brown people. To the millions of Black girls and boys who like me, who may be
currently ﬁghting their way through these institutions, know that their power comes from your
suffering and that you hold the true light to the future and prosperity. The plight of our ancestors
give up the strength we need, and they if you ﬁght with your mind you can never be truly
encaged.
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